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a b s t r a c t
The synthesis of (discrete) Complexity Theorywith Recursive Anal-
ysis provides a quantitative algorithmic foundation to calculations
over real numbers, sequences, and functions by approximation up
to prescribable absolute error 1/2n (roughly corresponding to n
binary digits after the radix point). In this sense Friedman and
Ko have shown the seemingly simple operators of maximization
and integration ‘complete’ for the standard complexity classes NP
and #P— even when restricted to smooth (=C∞) arguments. Ana-
lytic polynomial-time computable functions on the other hand are
known to get mapped to polynomial-time computable functions:
non-uniformly, that is, disregarding dependences other than on the
output precision n.
The presentwork investigates the uniform parameterized com-
plexity of natural operators Λ on subclasses of smooth functions:
evaluation, pointwise addition and multiplication, (iterated) dif-
ferentiation, integration, and maximization. We identify natural
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integer parameters k = k(f ) which, when given as enrichment to
approximations to the function argument f , permit to computably
produce approximations to Λ(f ); and we explore the asymptotic
worst-case running time sufficient and necessary for such compu-
tations in terms of the output precision n and said k.
It turns out that Maurice Gevrey’s 1918 classical hierarchy
climbing from analytic to (just below) smooth functions provides
for a quantitative gauge of the uniform computational complexity
of maximization and integration that, non-uniformly, exhibits the
phase transition from tractable (i.e. polynomial-time) to intractable
(in the sense of NP-‘hardness’). Our proof methods involve Hard
Analysis, Approximation Theory, and an adaptation of Information-
Based Complexity to the bit model.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Motivation
Smoothness helps — but in what sense precisely? Optimization problems (like integer program-
ming) over discrete, but also over Lipschitz-continuous, functions regularly turn out as NP-complete;
whereas for C1 or C2 functions algorithms such as bisection or Newton–Raphson promise efficiently
computing maxima with superlinear convergence, that is, to yield approximations up to absolute er-
ror 1/2n (roughly corresponding to n valid binary digits) within time polynomial in n. On the other
hand iterative methods generally leave open the problem of ‘guessing’ appropriate starting points.
And in fact Harvey Friedman and Ker-I Ko have proven [33,29,19,30,31].
Fact 1. Real (smooth) function maximization and integration are NP-hard in the following sense:
(a) For every polynomial-time computable f : [0; 1] → R, the function MAX(f ) : [0; 1] → R,
x → max0≤t≤x f (t) is again polynomial-time computable in case P = NP ;
(b) and there exists a polynomial-time computable smooth (meaning C∞) f : [0; 1] → R such that
polynomial-time computability of MAX(f ) implies P = NP .
(c) For every polynomial-time computable f : [0; 1] → R, the function  f : [0; 1] → R, x →  x0 f (t) is
again polynomial-time computable in case FP = #P ;
(d) and there exists a polynomial-time computable smooth (meaning C∞) f : [0; 1] → R such that
polynomial-time computability of

f implies FP = #P .
(e) On the other hand, on the classCω[0; 1] of real analytic functions (= local power series) f : [0; 1] → R,
both MAX and

do map polynomial-time computable instances to polynomial-time computable
ones [43];
(f) and [38, §5.2] extends this to Gevrey’s hierarchy of function classes Gγ starting off at Cω = G1,
including the quasi-analytic functions, and extending with γ →∞ towards (but not ‘reaching’) C∞;
see the formal Definition 17.
Observe the generality of the non-uniform lower complexity bounds in (b) and (d): They do not refer
to any specific algorithm computing said maximum or integral, nor do they suppose the function
f be ‘represented’ in any way — since it is fixed and every possible finite information (such as the
polynomial-time algorithm computing f ) thus available as a discrete constant. Similarly, solving
ordinary first-order differential equationswithC1 right-hand side is PSPACE-complete [32,25,27] but
maps polynomial-time computable analytic functions to polynomial-time computable ones [45,6].
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Note that this and the upper complexity bounds in Fact 1(e) and Fact 1(f) are non-uniform,2 too:
They fix an arbitrary polynomial-time computable analytic or Gevrey input function f and consider
theworst-case complexity of the output function g = Λ(f ) in terms of the precision parameter n only
while disregarding the running time’s dependence on (parameters of) f and the information about f
employed by the algorithm.
1.1. Overview
The present work refines the non-uniform results from Fact 1(e) and Fact 1(f) on the polynomial-
time computability of natural operators on increasing subclasses of smooth functions f on the
interval [−1; 1]: evaluation, pointwise addition and multiplication, differentiation, integration, and
maximization.
Starting in Section 3.1 with power series f (z) = j ajz j converging on the compact unit disc, we
consider (Definition 10) natural parameters k, A ∈ Nquantitatively describing the asymptotic decay of
(aj)j ⊆ C; andwe establish that these integers, when provided as input in addition to said coefficients,
render the above operations uniformly computable in time polynomial in the binary output precision
n, the binary length ofA, and the value (= unary length) of k; see Theorem12.Moreover explicit bounds
show each operation to increase the joint parameter k + ⌈log2(A + 1)⌉ at most polynomially, thus
asserting our parameterized polynomial-time computations closed under composition.
Section 3.2 generalizes these investigations to functions f analytic on the real interval [−1; 1]:
Theorem 16(a) and (b) establish two mathematically equivalent notions – local power series
expansions with A, k as above and approximate oracle access to smooth functions with parameters
B, ℓ describing a polynomial bounding the growth of iterated derivatives (Definition 14) – as in
fact parameterized polynomial-time equivalent. This, together with parameterized polynomial-
time computability of addition and multiplication (Theorem 16(c)), maximization (Theorem 16(f)),
differentiation (Theorem 16(d)), and integration (Theorem 16(e)), indicates the choice of parameters
as natural.
Building on the results fromApproximation Theory collected in Section 4.1, Section 4.2 generalizes
the above considerations further to functions f : [−1; 1] → R on Gevrey’s Hierarchy (Definition 17):
with parameters B, ℓ, γ describing the growth of iterated derivatives (Definition 22a); or with
parameters C, δ describing the growth of degrees of polynomials providing uniform approximations
in the sense of Weierstraß(Definition 22b). Theorem 23 establishes the level parameters γ , δ ∈ N
as linearly related, and to exponentially control the asymptotic running time. For constant γ , δ
this amounts to parameterized polynomial time; while growing γ , δ calibrate a uniform increase in
complexity — in agreement with the phase transition of the non-uniform Items (a) to (d) in Fact 1.
We first recall the precise notions of computability and complexity on real numbers, sequences,
and metric spaces in Section 2. Section 2.1 generalizes and extends these to multivalued (aka non-
extensional) functions, to multiparametric complexity theory, and to functionals and operators:
receiving (Lipschitz-continuous) real functions as arguments via approximate oracle access, similarly
to Information-Based Complexity (IBC) but with bit costs.
2. Algorithmic foundations of rigorous numerics
Our investigations build on the theory of real computing by rational approximations, initiated by
Alan M. Turing [64]; cmp. also [22,36,30,69,10]. Based on the bit-cost model, it captures variable-
precision calculations with prescribable output error 1/2n in dependence on this precision parameter
n ∈ N. To this end, denote by Dn := {a/2n : a ∈ Z} the set of dyadic rationals of precision n.
Furthermore let D :=n∈N Dn.
2 Referring to [38, Définition 2.2.9], [38, Corollaire 5.2.14] establishes ‘sequentially uniform’ polynomial-time computability
of the operators on a fixed Gevrey level in the sense of mapping every polynomial-time computable sequence of functions to
a polynomial-time computable result sequence. This may be viewed as a higher-type and complexity-theoretic counterpart to
Banach–Mazur computability, cf. e. g.[69, §9.1].
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Definition 2. (a) Computing a real number xmeans printing (technically onto a one-way tape) some
infinite sequence an of integers (in binary without leading zeros) as mantissae/numerators to
dyadic rationals an/2n approximating x up to absolute error 1/2n.
(b) Computing a real sequence (xj) similarly means producing an integer double sequence aj,m with
|xj − aj,m/2m| ≤ 2−m. Formally, the elements of said sequence occur in order according to the
Cantor pairing function
N× N ∋ (j,m) → ⟨j,m⟩ := j+ (j+m) · (j+m+ 1)/2 ∈ N := {0, 1, 2, . . .} (1)
that is, the output consists of the single integer sequence (an)with n = ⟨j,m⟩.
(c) Computing a univariate and possibly partial real function f :⊆ R → R amounts to converting
every given sequence (am) ⊆ Z with |x − am/2m| ≤ 1/2m for any x ∈ dom(f ) into a sequence
(bn) ⊆ Zwith |f (x)− bn/2n| ≤ 1/2n.
(d) For some mapping t : N→ N+ := {1, 2, . . .}, the above computations are said to run in time t(n)
if the n-th integer output appearswithin atmost t(n) steps. Polytimemeans running time bounded
by some polynomial t ∈ N[X].
(e) For metric spaces (X, d) and (Y , e) and f : X → Y , a modulus of continuity of f is a mapping
µ : N→ N such that d(x, x′) ≤ 2−µ(n) implies ef (x), f (x′) ≤ 2−n. LetLL(X, Y ) := {f : X → Y :
e

f (x), f (x′)
 ≤ L · d(x, x′)} denote the class of L-Lipschitz functions;L(X, Y ) := L∈NLL(X, Y ).
We may omit Y in case Y = R.
The above notions are computably – but not polytime – equivalent to standard ones; cmp., e. g., [69,
Lemmas 4.2.1+ 6.1.2]. Polynomial-time computation has reasonable properties and according to the
Cobham–EdmondsThesis formalizes practical tractability — arguably also in the real setting:
Fact 3. (a) Every algebraic real is polytime computable; and so are transcendental e and π .
(b) Examples of polytime sequences include the following:
(j!)j , (1/j!)j ,

0 : j even
(−1)(j−1)/2/j! : j odd

j
,

(−1)j/2/j! : j even
0 : j odd

j
(c) On any bounded real interval, both addition and multiplication are polytime;
and so is reciprocal x → 1/x on any compact interval avoiding 0.
(d) Polytime functions are closed under composition.
(This relies crucially on both output and input given approximately [73, p. 325].)
(e) Any computable function must necessarily be continuous [69, Theorem 4.3.1];
and every f :⊆ R→ R computable in time t(n) hasµ(n) := t(n+1)+1 asmodulus of continuity [30,
Theorem 2.19].
(f) The smooth but non-analytic ‘pulse’ function
h1(x) := exp
 4x2
4x2−1

for |x| < 12 , h1(x) := 0 for |x| ≥ 12
is polytime on [−1; 1] and vanishes outside − 12 ; 12 ; cmp. Fig. 1 a).
(g) The function hexp : [0; 1] → [0; 1]with hexp(0) := 0 and 0 < x → 1/ ln(e/x) indicated in Fig. 1 b) is
computable in exponential time but, having no subexponential modulus of continuity, not in polytime.
The restriction to bounded intervals in Fact 3c) arises from Definition 2d) requiring the running time
to be bounded in terms of the output precision only but independent of x ∈ dom(f ). This requirement
will be relaxed in Section 2.1.
We include the easy proof of Fact 3e) as preparation for more advanced arguments later: Suppose
M computes f within time t(n). For any n ∈ N let m := t(n + 1). To every x ∈ dom(f ) there exists
an integer am such that |x − am/2m| ≤ 2−m−1 (and not just ≤ 2−m). (Well-)define aj := ⌈am/2m−j⌉
for 0 ≤ j < m and observe that the finite sequence (a0, . . . , am) can be extended to a name (aj)j ⊆ Z
of any real x′ ∈ [0; 1] with |x − x′| ≤ 2−m−1 = 2−µ(n). IfM is given such a name then the integer
bn+1 output will depend only on the finite part (aj)j≤m of said sequence, simply because by definition
M can make at most t(n+ 1) steps and in particular read at mostm input elements before producing
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Fig. 1. (a) Smooth but non-analytic function h1 with compact support [−1/2; 1/2]. (b) Function hexp(x) = 1/ ln(e/x) from
Fact 3g).
bn+1. Therefore y := bn+1/2n+1 must approximate f (x′) up to error 2−n−1 for every x′ ∈ dom(f )with
|x− x′| ≤ 2−m−1, leading to |f (x)− f (x′)| ≤ 2−n.
Concerning Fact 3g) observe that 2−n ≥ |hexp(2−µ(n)) − hexp(0)| = 1/(1 + µ(n) · ln 2) requires
µ(n) ≥ (2n − 1)/ ln 2.
2.1. Multifunctions, operators, and parameterized complexity
In many applications one cannot (nor needs to) find, given x, some specific value y = f (x), but any
y satisfying a certain condition is sufficient. For instance the ceiling function R ∋ x → ⌈x⌉ ∈ Z is,
and in fact any function f : R → Z witnessing the Archimedean property of the reals in the sense
of satisfying f (x) ≥ x must be, discontinuous and thus uncomputable; whereas, given a sequence of
approximations am/2m to x up to 1/2m, a0+ 1 constitutes an integer upper bound to x. Note that both
a0 = 0 and a0 = 1 lead to different upper bounds for the same x = 1/2: The assignment x → a0 + 1
is not extensional/single-valued, but does computably provide some y ∈ g(x) := {z ∈ Z : z ≥ x}.
Such relations ormultifunctions in the discrete setting correspond to Search problems; their relevance
in the theory of real computing is well-known [58,42].
Definition 4. (a) A (possibly partial) multifunction f :⊆ X ⇒ Y is a relation f ⊆ X × Y , identified
with the mapping X ∋ x → f (x) := {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ f } ∈ 2Y on dom(f ) := {x ∈ X : f (x) ≠ ∅}.
For multifunctions f :⊆ X ⇒ Y and g :⊆ Y ⇒ Z , their composition is (subtly) defined [70] as
g ◦ f := (x, z)x ∈ X, z ∈ Z, f (x) ⊆ dom(g), ∃y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ f and (y, z) ∈ g} (2)
(b) Computing a partial multifunction f :⊆ Rω×N ⇒ Rω×Nmeans converting any (x¯, k) ∈ dom(f )
into some (y¯, ℓ) ∈ f (x¯, k); where x¯ and y¯ are input and output as respective integer sequences
(am), (bn)with
x¯j − a⟨j,i⟩/2i ≤ 2−i and y¯j − b⟨j,i⟩/2i ≤ 2−i.
(c) Such a computation runs in parameterized time t(n, k) if ℓ and bn appear within at most t(n, k)
steps, independently of x¯. Fully polytimemeans both a running time bounded by some polynomial
in n+ k and the value ℓ bounded by some polynomial in k.
The latter condition, together with Eq. (2), ensures that fully polytime computable multifunctions are
closed under composition.We shall silently invoke type conversion and consider for example complex
power series evaluation Cω ×C ∋ (a¯, z) →j ajz j ∈ C as a partial mapping from (R2)ω ×R2 ∼= Rω
to R2 ⊆ Rω or as partial mapping Cω → L[0; 1],C, a¯ → (z → j ajz j). Observe that, due to
properties of the pairing function from Eq. (1), accessing the approximation a⟨j,i⟩ up to error 1/2n to
xj in input (xj)j ⊆ [−2k; 2k] requires, and suffices with, time polynomial in n + k + j. Note however
that some common identifications may fail for multifunctions; for instance (f , g) : X ⇒ Y × Z cannot
in general be recovered from its components f : X ⇒ Y and g : X ⇒ Z!
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Remark 5. Classical discrete complexity theory considers algorithmic cost (time, memory) in the
worst-case over all inputs x⃗ of binary length n asymptotically for n → ∞. This worst-case may well
be attained by very rare (e. g. one out of 2n) instances x⃗ and input lengths n (e. g. Ackermann numbers).
A refined approach with more realistic predictions, parameterized complexity theory [18] considers
the algorithmic cost in dependence on n and on further, secondary parameter(s) k — whose meaning
may vary from problem to problem:
(i) A prototypical example, NP-complete Vertex Cover can be decided in time polynomial in n+ 2k,
where n denotes the number of vertices of the input graph and k the size of the desired cover: for
‘small’ (i. e. constant or logarithmic) values of k this is polynomial in the input size n, i. e. fixed-
parameter tractable.
(ii) A large class of NP-complete decision problems on graphs is fixed-parameter tractable with
respect to the tree width as secondary parameter k [46, §10].
(iii) The Knapsack Problem for inputs consisting of n packets with integer weights bounded by k can
be decided in time polynomial in n+ k, that is in fully polynomial time.
The theory of computing over the reals similarly benefits (in the sense of yielding more realistic
predictions) from a refined approach taking into account further parameters in addition to the
binary output precision n only. For instance in Numerical Analysis the performance of an algorithm
considered efficient is permitted to degrade on ill-conditioned inputs: This violates the paradigm of
single-parameter worst-case complexity but becomes in accordance with parameterized complexity
for the matrix condition number [65] as parameter k. For generalized condition numbers of partial
function f :⊆ Rd → R with singularities/diverging behavior on x⃗ ∉ dom(f ) see [11]. In fact
a real problem on a non-compact domain [69, Theorem 7.1.5] may be computable but not within
time bounded in terms of the output precision only: Consider for instance the exponential function
(Example 6d), reciprocals (0; 1] ∋ x → 1/x [69, Exercise 7.2.10 + Theorem 7.3.12], or polynomial
root finding [24].
Our approach of applying parameterized complexity theory to real number problems includes and
generalizes these particular choices; cmp. Definitions 14 and 22.
Both qualitative and quantitative notions of continuity have been extended to multifunctions [48].
Regarding the proof of Fact 3e) we also point out the similarity to adversary-type arguments regularly
employed in IBC [61]. The latter however generally pertains to the algebraic or unit-cost model of real
computation [72,47]: IBC considers an algorithmcomputing someoperator or functional to receive the
function argument f as blackbox/oracle returning, given x ∈ dom(f ), f (x) in one step. In the bit model
on the other hand a continuous real function f is given by its approximate values on a countable dense
subset.More precisely an oracle for f returns, upon query of a tuple (2n, 2m, q) ∈ Z3 in binary, a dyadic
rational approximation p/2n to f (q/2m) up to error 1/2n while incurring cost of orderm+ n+ log(p).
Note that padding q or p reduces this in linear-time to the casem = n:
Definition 4 (Continued). (d) For O : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ letMO denote an oracle Turing machine
(additional query state, query tape, and answer tape) equipped with O as oracle. The machine
M?, i.e. with contingent oracle, computes a (partial, mixed,3 multi-) functionalΛ :⊆ L[−1; 1] ×
R× N ⇒ Rω if,
• for every (f , x¯, k) ∈ dom(Λ) and
• for every sequence (am) ⊆ Zwith |xj − a⟨j,i⟩/2i| ≤ 1/2i and
• for every oracleO representing f in the sense of answering binary queries ⟨2m, q⟩ ∈ N satisfying
−1 ≤ q/2m ≤ 1 with some p ∈ Z such that |f (q/2m)− p/2m| ≤ 1/2m,
• MO, on input of (am) and of k, outputs a sequence (bn) ⊆ Zwith |yj− b⟨j,i⟩/2i| ≤ 1/2i for some
y¯ ∈ Λ(f , x¯, k).
3 In the sense of receiving both function/second-order and first-order real number arguments.
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(e) For some t : N × N × N→ N+, the (parameterized) running time ofM? is bounded by t if bn as
above appears within t(n, k, ⌈∥f ∥⌉) steps, independently of x, where ∥f ∥ := max{|f (x)| : −1 ≤
x ≤ 1}.Λ is fully polytime if some oracle Turing machine can compute it within time polynomial
in n+k+ lb ∥f ∥, where lb(t) := ⌈log2(t+1)⌉ for t ≥ 0 and each oracle query ⟨2m, q⟩ → p counts
withm+ lb(q)+ lb(p) steps.
Real computability theory alternatively considers computation of functionals f → Λ(f ) without
oracles based on encoding f as sequence of, say, (degrees and coefficient of) approximating dyadic
Weierstraß polynomials. This notion is uniformly equivalent regarding computability [69, top of p.
161] but differs under the refined perspective of complexity: According to Bernstein’s Theorem,
functions as simple as the absolute value [−1; 1] ∋ x → |x| and even certain f ∈ C∞[−1; 1]
require polynomials of degree exponential in N for uniform approximation up to error 1/2N [30,
§8.2]. Another natural encoding of f ∈ C [0; 1], namely via its values on the dense sequence
(0, 1, 1/2, 1/4, 3/4, 1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8, 1/16, . . .) of dyadic rationals, requires a machine to sequen-
tially skip over exponentially many data in order to extract, say, f (1/2n). In fact even for the compact
space L1([−1; 1], [−1; 1]), having exponential metric entropy implies via a combined counting and
adversary argument that no encoding over infinite binary strings can render the evaluation operator
polytime computable [71, §6]. So granting oracle (as opposed to sequential) access to f seems both
theoretically and practically reasonable.
We record closure under composition: Applying a fully polytime functional Λ to a polytime
Lipschitz function f (or to a curried polytime family a¯ → z → f (a¯, z) of Lipschitz functions) yields
a fully polytime family of functions (x, k) → Λ(f , x, k) (or (a¯, x, k) → Λf (a¯, ·), x, k). This and
the above notions extend straightforwardly to functionals involving, say, two function arguments
(f , g) and/or two integer parameters (k, ℓ). Observe that the latter according to Definition 4d) and
Definition 4e) also provide the algorithm with discrete enrichment [37, p. 238/239] that for reasons
of continuity may not be obtainable computationally; cmp. [76] or Item (e) in the following.
Example 6. (a) Multiplication of several bounded real numbers [−2k; 2k]d ∋ (x1, . . . , xd) →
x1 · · · xd ∈ [−2dk; 2dk] is computable in time polynomial in n+ k+ d; similarly for addition.
(b) Reciprocals x → 1/x are computable on the unbounded interval [2−k;∞)within time polynomial
in k+ n:
For x < 2n+1, Newton–Raphson Division yields rational approximations to 1/x using time and
bitlength polynomial in n+ k; whereas the case x > 2n can be detected without even reading the
entire (integer part of the) first dyadic approximation to x.
(c) Bounded matrix determinants
[−2k; 2k]d×d ∋ A = (aj,k) → det(A) =

σ∈Sd
sign(σ ) ·
d
j=1
aj,σ (j) ∈ R (3)
are computable within time polynomial in n+ d+ k:
ApplyGaussian Elimination (Bareiss Algorithm) to 2−m-approximations to Awithin time poly(m+
k + d); and extract from Leibniz’ Formula (3) the error bound 2O(k·d−m) ≤ 2−n for m ≥ poly(n +
d+ k).
(d) The exponential function (family) on [−2k; 2k] is computable in time polynomial in 2k + n:
On integer arguments K = |x| ≤ 2k this can be done by repeated multiplication, which allows
to reduce evaluation on real arguments x ∈ [−2k; 2k] to the case x ∈ [−1; 1] up to improved
precision 2−n/ exp(K) by virtue of exp(y + K) = exp(y) · exp(K). Evaluating the first J terms of
the Taylor series
J−1
j=0 xj/j!, each up to error 2−m, takes time polynomial in J +m and incurs total
error≤ O(J2−m) plus the tail boundj≥J 1/j! ≤j≥J 2−j+1 = 2−J+2.
(e) The evaluation functionalL[−1; 1] × [−1; 1] ∋ (f , x) → f (x) ∈ R is incomputable; whereas its
parameterized variant Eval :⊆ L[−1; 1] × R × N ∋ (f , x, ℓ) → f (x) ∈ R with dom(Eval) :=
(f , x, ℓ) : f ∈ L2ℓ [−1; 1], x ∈ [−1; 1]

is fully polytime computable:
The negative claim follows from the following observation easily formalized as an adversary
argument: An algorithm cannot know or deduce any upper bound on the Lipschitz constant of
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f from oracle queries at dyadic arguments only and hence is unable to predict the precision with
which x must be known in order to approximate f (x) up to 1/2n. For the positive claim obtain a
dyadic approximation q/2m to xwherem := n+ℓ+1 and query the oracle for approximation p/2m
to f (q/2m) up to error 1/2m. By triangle inequality and Lipschitz continuity, this approximates f (x)
up to 1/2n.
(f) Parametric Lipschitz maximization Max : L2ℓ([−1; 1], [−2k; 2k])× [−1; 1]2 → [−2k; 2k],
(f , u, v) → max f (x) : min(u, v) ≤ x ≤ max(u, v)
is computable within time polynomial in 2ℓ+n + k
(g) but notwithin subexponential time, even restricted to bounded real analytic 1-Lipschitz functions
f : [−1; 1] → [−1; 1].
(h) The same holds for parametric integration, that is the functional
: L2ℓ([−1; 1], [−2k; 2k])× [−1; 1] ∋ (f , v) →
 v
0
f (x) dx ∈ R
[17] characterizes polynomial-time computable norms on C [−1; 1]. Computability (without
complexity considerations) of maximization and integration is well-known [69, Corollary 6.2.5 +
Theorem 6.4.1]. We postpone the proofs of Items (f) to (h) to Section 3.2.
Remark 7. Identifying ‘natural’ parameters is an important part of parameterized complexity theory
[46, §5]!
(a) Already in the discrete setting proceeding from binary to unary input representation renders the
‘hard’ integer factorization problem (used in RSA cryptosystems) polynomial-time computable.
Similarly the running time in Items (a) to (e) of Example 6 depends on the binary output precision
n and on the binary length k (i. e. essentially the logarithm!) of some upper bound to the real input
in cases (a)+(c)+(d), to its reciprocal in (b), and to a Lipschitz constant in (e). The running time turns
out as polynomial in (n and) said k for (a) to (c) and (e); but only in 2k (that is, polynomial in the
value of the upper bound on the real input) for the exponential function — reasonably enough. The
dimension d on the other hand enters with its value (i. e. the ‘unary’ length) for cases (a) and (c).
(b) For analytic f (and k and ℓ) fixed, Example 6f) and Example 6h) fail to yield polynomial-time com-
putability and thus does not – indeed cannot according to Example 6g) – imply Fact 1e). This
demonstrates that a Lipschitz constant is insufficient and unsuitable as complexity parameter of
real analytic functionswith respect tomaximization and integration! In the sequelwewill explore
more appropriate and purportedly natural such parameters.
(c) In the discrete realm, the equivalence of several seemingly unrelated notions of computability (µ-
recursion, Turingmachine, WHILE program, λ calculus) is generally considered as strong evidence
for them as ‘natural’. Similarly [22] has proven several ad-hoc notions of real function computabil-
ity from the literature as equivalent, thus establishing them as reasonable. Related investigations
are known concerning encodings of real numbers [7], Euclidean closed [8,40] and regular sub-
sets [77,78]. Recent work shows them partly different under the refined view of polynomial-time
complexity — but equivalent when restricting to convex sets [53]. Similarly the proposed encod-
ings and parameters of analytic and Gevrey functions may be considered natural for the following
reasons:
(i) They are mutually parameterized polynomial-time equivalent.
(ii) They induce closure properties such as parameterized polynomial-time computability of ad-
dition, multiplication, differentiation, integration — and of course evaluation.
(ii) The resulting uniform parameterized complexities of maximization and integration, for any
fixed choice of the parameters, boil down to the non-uniform Fact 1e) and Fact 1f).
(d) The Type-2 Theory of Effectivity (TTE) provides a convenient framework for formalizing and system-
atically comparing notions of computability over continuous universes via so-called representa-
tions, that is, encodings over the Cantor space of infinite binary sequences [69, §3]. It applies also to
complexity investigations [71,56], preferably for spaces of polynomial metric entropy. For ‘larger’
universes second-order representations have been proposed, that are essentially encodings over
the Baire space with a certain graduation [26,28].
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We aim for a broad community without relying on these particular concepts and therefore prefer
to spell out the encodings and parameters in extenso: A reader familiar with TTE will easily see the
representation they induce.
3. Parameterized complexity of operators on analytic functions
For real numbers u < v let C∞[u; v] denote the class of functions f : (u; v) → R which are
infinitely often differentiable and all derivatives continuously extend to [u; v]. For z ∈ C and r > 0,
abbreviate ball(z, r) := {w ∈ C : |w − z| < r } and ball(z, r) := {w ∈ C : |w − z| ≤ r }. Let U ⊆ C
be a non-empty open set of complex numbers and denote by Cω(U) the class of functions g : U → C
complex differentiable in the sense of Cauchy–Riemann. For sets D, Y ⊆ C that may or may not be
open, define Cω(D, Y ) to consist of those functions f : D → Y that can be extended to g ∈ Cω(U) for
some open set U ⊇ D; Cω(D) := Cω(D,C). A function f : [−1; 1] → C thus belongs to Cω[−1; 1]
if it is the restriction of a complex function differentiable on some open complex neighborhood U of
[−1; 1]. Let us record for subsequent use the following folklore fact.
Fact 8. (a) By virtue of [35, Proposition 1.2.12], a function f : [−1; 1] → C belongs to Cω[−1; 1] iff , for
some B, ℓ ∈ N+, it holds
∀x ∈ [−1; 1], ∀j ∈ N : |f (j)(x)| ≤ B · ℓj · j!. (4)
(b) By Cauchy’s Theorem, each f ∈ Cω(U) can be represented locally around z0 ∈ U by some power series
fa¯(z − z0) :=∞j=0 aj(z − z0)j. More precisely, Cauchy’s Differentiation Formula yields
aj = f (j)(z0)/j! = 12π i

|z−z0|=r
f (z)
(z − z0)j+1 dz, ball(z0, r) ⊆ U
(c) The General Leibniz Rule asserts (f · g)(J)(x) =Jj=0 Jjf (j)(x) · g(J−j)(x).
(d) The Formula of Faà di Bruno expresses J-th derivatives of function composition, J ∈ N+:
g ◦ f (J)(x) = 
j1,...,jJ∈N
j1+2j2+···+JjJ=J
J!
j1! · j2! · · · jJ ! · g
(j)f (x) ·  f (1)(x)
1!
j1 ·  f (2)(x)
2!
j2 · · ·  f (J)(x)
J!
jJ
where j := j1 + j2 + · · · + jJ .
(e) With same notation,

j1,...,jJ
j!
j1!·j2!···jJ ! · xj = x · (1+ x)J−1 for J ∈ N+ and x > 0 [35, Lemma 1.4.1].
(f) Stirling’s Approximation:
√
2π · nn+1/2 · e−n ≤ n! ≤ nn+1/2 · e1−n.
(g)
N
n=1 |xn|γ ≤
N
n=1 |xn|
γ ≤ Nγ−1 ·Nn=1 |xn|γ for γ ∈ N+.
Now for a fixed power series with polytime computable coefficient sequence a¯ = (aj)j , its anti-
derivative can be calculated termwise and also its maximum can be approximated efficiently from
the Taylor expansion. And since [−1; 1] is compact, finitely many such power series with rational
centers z0 suffice to describe f — and yield the drastic improvements for the analytic over the smooth
case. However this proof sketch to the polynomial upper complexity bound is highly nonuniform
(recall Section 1.1) and thus far from yielding an actual algorithm, not to mention its running
time’s dependences. For example the mere evaluation of a power series requires, in addition to the
coefficient sequence a¯, further information [44, Theorem 4.1]. This section presents, and analyzes the
parameterized running times of, uniform algorithms for primitive operations on analytic functions.
It begins with single complex power series, w.l.o.g. around 0 with radius of convergence R > 1
(Section 3.1), and then proceeds to real functions analytic on [−1; 1] (Section 3.2).
Remark 9 (Some Related Work).
(a) Numerical Analysis traditionally considers running times’ dependence on the inverse error 1/ϵ.
Adding closure under composition this leads to Hereditarily Polynomial Bounded Analysis [34] and
corresponds to real versions of Andrzej Grzegorczyk’s subrecursive hierarchy [60]. Note that in
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both cases a value (i. e. unary, as opposed to binary, length) is regarded as complexity parameter
(recall Remark 7a).
(b) The notion of polynomial-time computation prevalent in Real Complexity Theory on the other
hand roughly corresponds to so-called exponential convergence; cmp., e. g., [63]. Rooting in
contemporary resource-oriented complexity theory it amounts to approximations up to error 2−n,
that is, roughly n correct digits after the radix point; recall Remark 7a).
(c) Uniform algorithms and parameterized upper running time bounds for evaluation have been
obtained for instance in [15, Theorem 28] on a subclass of polynomial-time computable power
series, namely on the hypergeometric ones whose coefficient sequences obey an explicit
recurrence relation and thus can be described by finitely many real parameters. While roots of
smooth functions may be abundant yet incomputable [59], it is known that roots of (polynomial-
time) computable analytic functions are again (polynomial-time) computable [30, Theorem 4.11].
This non-uniform claim has recently been strengthened uniformly in [74].
(d) Further complexity considerations, and in particular lower bounds, are established in [3,49–51].
There is a vast literature on computability in complex analysis such as [23,1] or [16, §6]. [20]
treats computability questions in the complementing, algebraic (aka BSS) model of real number
computation [5]; see also [9] concerning their complexity theoretic relation.
(e) For practicality issues refer, e. g., to [66–68].
3.1. Complex power series on the closed unit disc
[69, Theorem 4.3.11] asserts complex power series evaluation (a¯, z) → fa¯(z) to be uniformly
computable when providing, in addition to approximations to z and to a¯ = (aj)j ⊆ C, some r ∈ Q
with |z| < r < R and some A ∈ N+ such that it holds
∀j : |aj| ≤ A/r j, (5)
where R := R(a¯) := 1/ lim supj |aj|1/j denotes the coefficient sequence’s radius of convergence. Note
that R can be highly incomputable [75, Theorem 6.2]. Moreover, such A does exist for r < R but
not necessarily for r = R: consider for instance aj := j. Also, any power series has a singular point
somewhere on its complex circle of convergence.We thus record that uniformpower series evaluation
requires discrete enrichment and has a complexity depending on both the output precision n and the
distance between |z| and R, parameterized appropriately. By scaling we can w.l.o.g. restrict to the
closed unit disc, i. e. presume |z| ≤ 1 < R; and introduce two integer parameters A, k providing both
the necessary additional discrete information and the running time bounds:
Definition 10. AbbreviateCω1 := (a¯, A, k) ∈ Cω × N+ × N+ : |aj| ≤ A/2j/k for all j ∈ N.
To a¯ ∈ Cω assign fa¯(z) :=j ajz j whendefined, thus renderingCω1 a covering space forCωball(0, 1).
Indeed |aj| ≤ A/2j/k implies R(a¯) ≥ 21/k ↘ 1 as k → ∞. Conversely for R(a¯) > 1 there exist
k ∈ N+ with R(a¯) > r ≥ 21/k and A ∈ N+ satisfying Eq. (5). Observe that k = Θ( 1R−1 ) according
to Lemma 11c). Now our operators onCω1 will in general transform all three, a¯, A, and k. For instance,
proceeding to the derivative’s coefficient sequence a′j = (j + 1) · aj+1 does not affect the radius of
convergence R(a¯) = R(a¯′): classically; but a bound A′ on |a′j|/r j cannot computably be derived from
a¯, A, and k! Instead, the below proof of Theorem 12d) will proceed from r ≥ 21/k closer towards 1 via
r ′ := √r ≥ 21/(2k) =: 21/k′ and from A to A′ := A · (1 + 2k) of value polynomial in A and in k and
computable in binary/unary within time polynomial in their binary/unary lengths, respectively. But
let us first record some estimates:
Lemma 11. (a) Let r > 1. Then t ≤ C · r t holds for all t > 0, where C := 1/(e · ln r).
(b) More generally, ts ≤ ( se ln r )s · r t for all t > 0 and s ≥ 0 with the convention of 00 = 1.
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(c) For all N ∈ N+, 1+ ln 2N ≤ N
√
2 ≤ 1+ 1N holds. In particular, 1/ ln(r) = Θ( 1r−1 ) as r ↘ 1.
(d) With (a¯, A, k) ∈ Cω1 and |z| ≤ r ′ := √21/k = √r, it holds |fa¯(z)| ≤ A · r ′r ′−1 .
And d-fold derivatives, d ≥ 1, satisfy |f (d)a¯ (z)| ≤ A · d!/(r ′ − 1)d+1.
(e) For all ℓ ≥ 2 and x ≥ ℓ2 it holds xℓ ≤ exp(x).
For all a, ℓ ≥ 1 and b > 0 and x ≥ ℓ2 · a1/ℓ/b2 ≥ 4 it holds a · xℓ ≤ exp(x · b).
(f) For all j, d ∈ N and ℓ ∈ N+ it holds (j+ 1) · (j+ 2) · · · (j+ d) ≤ dd · exp(j)
and (j+ ℓ)d ≤ (j+ 1)d · ℓd.
(g) On the other hand, j · (j− 1) · · · (j− d+ 1) ≥ jd/ exp(d) for j, d ∈ N+.
Proof. Any local extreme point x0 of 0 < x → x · r−x is a root of ddxx · r−x = r−x − ln(r) · x · r−x,
i. e. t · r−t ≤ C := max{x · r−x : x > 0} attained at x0 := 1/ ln(r). Replacing r with r1/s yields (b).
For the first part of (c), write N
√
2 = exp(ln 2/N) and apply 1+ x ≤ exp(x) ≤ 1+ x/ ln 2 on [0; ln 2]
to x := ln(2)/N . For the second part of (c), Taylor expansion yields ln(1 − x) ≈ − 1x − 12x2 − · · · for−1≪ x := 1− r < 0.
Regarding (d), |fa¯(z)| ≤j |aj| · |z|j ≤j A · (r ′/r)j = A 11−r ′/r = A · r ′r ′−1 and |f (d)a¯ (z)| ≤j≥d j · (j−
1) · · · (j−d+1)·|z|j−d·A/r j = A·r ′−2d·∂dt

j t
j

t=|z|/r ≤ A·r ′−(d+1)·∂dt 1/(1−t)

t=1/r ′ = A·d!/(r ′−1)d+1.
Turning to (e), first record that ℓ2 ≤ exp(ℓ) holds for all ℓ ≥ 2. In particular x ≤ exp(x/ℓ) is true for
x = ℓ2; and monotone in x because of ∂xx = 1 ≤ exp(x/ℓ)/ℓ = ∂x exp(x/ℓ) for all x ≥ ℓ2.
Concerning the second claim, substitute y := x · a1/ℓ and conclude from the first one that yℓ·a1/ℓ/b ≤
exp(y) for all y ≥ ℓ2 · a2/ℓ/b2 ≥ 4.
Regarding (f), (j+ 1) · · · (j+ d) ≤ (j+ d)d = dd · (1+ jd )d ≤ dd · exp(j/d)d.
Finally for (g) take natural logarithms and observe ln(j)+ln(j−1)+· · ·+ln(j−d+1) ≥  jj−d ln(t) dt =
j · ln(j)− (j− d) · ln(j− d)− d ≥ d · ln(j)− d. 
Theorem 12. (a) Evaluation Cω1 × ball(0, 1) ∋ (a¯, A, k, z) → fa¯(z) ∈ C is computable within time
polynomial in n+ k+ lb(A). Moreover, fa¯ ∈ LL

ball(0, 1),C

holds for L := 17Ak2.
(b) Pointwise addition Cω1 ×Cω1 ∋ (a¯, A, k, b¯, B, ℓ) → (a¯+ b¯, A+ B,max{k, ℓ}) ∈ Cω1 is well-defined
and computable within time polynomial in n+ lb(k+ ℓ)+ lb(A+ B).
(c) Pointwise multiplication considered as map Cω1 × Cω1 ∋ (a¯, A, k, b¯, B, ℓ) → (c¯, C,m) ∈ Cω1 with
cj := ji=0 ai · bj−i and C := A · B · (1 + m) where m := 2max(k, ℓ), is computable within time
polynomial in n+ lb(k+ ℓ)+ lb(A · B).
(d) Differentiation on Cω1 is computable within time polynomial in n + lb(k) + lb(A). More generally,
d-fold differentiationCω1 × N ∋ (aj)j , A, k, d → aj+d · (j+ 1) · (j+ 2) · · · (j+ d)j , A · dd · (1+ 2k)d, 2k ∈ Cω1
is computable within time polynomial in n+ d+ lb(k)+ lb(A).
(e) Similarly, d-fold anti-differentiation onCω1 is computable within time polynomial in n+ d+ lb(k)+
lb(A).
(f) Parametric maximization is polytime computable; more precisely, the mappingsMax ◦ Re and |Max|
fromCω1 × [−1; 1]2 to R are computable within time polynomial in n+ k+ lb(A), where
Max ◦ Re : (f , u, v) → maxRe f (x) : min(u, v) ≤ x ≤ max(u, v) and
|Max| : (f , u, v) → max|f (x)| : min(u, v) ≤ x ≤ max(u, v).
(g) As a converse to (a), the parameterized Taylor series expansion around 0, (fa¯, k, A) → (a¯, k, A) ∈ Cω1
is well-defined on the domain
(f , k, A) : f ∈ Cωball(0, 21/k) ⊆ Lball(0, 21/k,C), |f (z)| ≤ A ∀|z| ≤ 21/k
and computable (by an oracle Turing machine, recall Definition 4 e) within time polynomial in
n+ lb(k)+ lb(A).
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Note that, for real-valued f , it holds min{f (z) : z} = −max{−f (z) : z} and max{|f (z)| : z} =
max

max{f (z) : z},−min{f (z) : z}. Hence the above Items (a) to (f) indeed constitute a natural
choice of basic primitive operations on Cω

ball(0, 1)

parameterized according toCω1 .
Remark 13. (a) Notice that the integer bound A enters logarithmically, that is, in terms of its binary
length; whereas the parameter k = Θ( 1R−1 ) governing convergence for |z| → 1 may enter both
logarithmically (Items b to e) and directly (Items a and f), that is, in terms of its unary length; cmp.
Remark 7a).
(b) In fact Ω

k · (n + log k + log A) constitutes a lower complexity bound to evaluation, thus
establishing Item (a) as asymptotically optimal: Dyadic approximations b/2n to some y ≠ 0
up to error 1/2n have binary length lb(b) ≈ n and therefore require at least n steps to output
in the bit model. The power series

j ajz
j with aj := A/2j/k has parameters A and k; and its
evaluation at z := 1 yields a value y = 2A · 21/k/(21/k − 1) = Θ(A · k) according to Lemma 11c),
amounting to roughly log A + log k bits in front of the radix point that is, in addition the n digits
aforementioned. Finally

j≥N ajz j = A · 2−N/k/(1 − 2−1/k) = Θ(A · 2−N/k · k) (Lemma 11c) is
≤ 2−n iff N ≥ Ωk · (n+ log k+ log A): demonstrating that approximate evaluation requires to
‘look’ at at least that many coefficients.
(c) All operations are computable in time polynomial in n+ k+ lb A and return parameter values k′
and lb A′ polynomial in k + lb A. One may thus combine both secondary parameters into a single
one k+ lb A that still serves as joint enrichment (upper bounding both k and lb A) and yields fully
polynomial-time computability.
(d) Four parameters R, A, B, ℓ on the other hand are employed in [4, Definition 2.2.1] in order to
describe bounds of the form |aj| ≤ (A + B · jℓ)/Rj. And indeed such a refined modeling might
allow for amore accurate prediction of the algorithms’ behavior: a goal paradigmatic for Algorithm
Engineering in (discrete) Computer Science but to the best of our knowledge new to rigorous
numerics and real complexity.
Proof of Theorem 12. (a) Given k, evaluate the first roughly N := k · M terms of the power series
on the given z for M := n + lb(k) + lb(A): according to Eq. (5) the tail j≥N |aj| · |z|j ≤
A ·j≥N(|z|/r)j = A · (|z|/r)N 11−|z|/r is then small of order (|z|/r)k·M = O(2−M) for r = 21/k
and 11−|z|/r = Θ(k) because of |z| ≤ 1. For the second claim apply Lemma 11d) and Lemma 11c)
to conclude
√
r − 1 ≥ ln(2)/(2k) and |f ′(z)| ≤ A/(√r − 1)2 ≤ A · (2k/ ln 2)2. The Mean Value
Theorem turns this into a Lipschitz bound up to a factor of two to take into account the diameter
of ball(0, 1).
(b) Computing cj := aj + bj suffices with time polynomial in n + lb(A + B) + j. The bound |cj| ≤
(A+ B)/2j/max{k,ℓ} is immediate.
(c) Abbreviate ra¯ := 21/k and rb¯ := 21/ℓ such that |aj| ≤ A/r ja¯ and |bj| ≤ B/r jb¯. Then r := min(ra¯, rb¯) =:
22/m and 1 < rc¯ := 21/m ≤ √r implies j ≤
√
r j/(e · ln√r) ≤ m ·√r j/(e · ln 2) ≤ m ·√r j according
to Lemma 11a) and e ln 2 ≥ 1; hence |cj| ≤ji=0 A/r ia¯ · B/r j−ib¯ = A · B · (j+ 1)/r j ≤ C/√r j.
(d) Differentiate termwise: For r := 21/k observe j ≤ 2dke ln 2 ·
√
r j/d according to Lemma 11a); which
implies (j+1) · (j+2) · · · (j+d) ≤ (1+ 2kde ln 2 ) · (2+ 2kde ln 2 ) · · · (d+ 2kde ln 2 ) ·
√
r j ≤ dd · (1+2k)d ·√r j;
hence |aj+d · (j+ 1) · (j+ 2) · · · (j+ d)| ≤ A · dd · (1+ 2k)d/√r j.
(e) Integrate termwise: Given (a¯, k, A) with r := 21/k, output a′0 := a′1 := · · · a′d−1 := 0 and
a′j := aj−d/j/(j− 1)/ · · · /(j− d+ 1) for j ≥ d as well as k′ := k and some A′ ≥ A · rd.
(f) First suppose that f |[−1;1] is real, i. e. aj ∈ R. Similar to (a), the first N := k · O(n + lb k + lb A)
terms of the series yield a polynomial p ∈ DN [X] of deg(p) < N with dyadic coefficients which
uniformly approximates f up to error 2−n−1. In particular it suffices to approximate themaximum
of p on [u′, v′] up to 2−n−1 (for u′, v′ ∈ D sufficiently close to u and v, respectively). This can
be achieved by bisection on y w. r. t. the following existentially quantified formula in the first-
order equational theory of the reals with dyadic parameters which, involving only a constant
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number of polynomials and quantifiers, can be decided in time polynomial in the degree and
binary coefficient length [2, Exercise 11.7]:
Φ(u′, v′, p0, . . . , pN−1)
:= ‘‘∃x, r, s, t ∈ R : x = u′ + r2  
x≥u′
∧ x = v′ − s2  
x≤v′
∧ p(x) = y+ t2  
p(x)≥y
’’.
In the general case of a complex-valued f |[−1;1], |f |2 = Re(f )2+Im(f )2 is uniformly approximated
by the real polynomial q := Re(p)2+ Im(p)2, thusmax |f |2 is polytime computable as above. Since
both R ∋ t → t2 and R+ ∋ s → √s are monotonic and polytime computable, the same follows
for max |f | = max |f |2.
(g) The bound |aj| ≤ A/2j/k follows from Cauchy’s differentiation formula (Fact 8b). For real analytic
f : [−1; 1] → R, polytime computability of the sequence aj = f (j)(0)/j! had been established
in [43] using evaluation and interpolation; cf. also the proof of [30, Theorem 6.9] and the more
general Theorem 23b). For the complex case, treat Re f |[−1;1] and Im f |[−1;1] separately. 
3.2. Analytic functions on the real unit interval
We now consider f ∈ Cω[−1; 1], that is, complex-valued functions admitting local power series
expansions at every x ∈ [−1; 1]. In view of Fact 8a) one arrives at two natural parameterized
encodings — that Theorem 16a) and Theorem 16b) establish as parameterized polynomial-time
equivalent:
Definition 14. (a) Cω[−1; 1] := f |[−1;1], A, k : f ∈ Cω(Rk), |f (z)| ≤ A ∀z ∈ Rk ⊆
L([−1; 1],C)× N2+, whereRk := {x+ iy : − 1k ≤ y ≤ 1k ,−1− 1k ≤ x ≤ 1+ 1k }.
(b) LetCω[−1; 1] := ℓf , B, ℓ : f ∈ Cω[−1; 1], ∥f (j)∥ ≤ B · ℓj · j! ⊆ Cω × N2+, where
ℓf := f (−1), f (−1+ 1/ℓ), f (−1+ 2/ℓ), . . . , f (1− 1/ℓ), f (1), f ′(−1),
f ′(−1+ 1/ℓ), . . . , f ′(1), f ′′(−1), f ′′(−1+ 1/ℓ), . . . , f ′′(1), . . . . . . ,
f (j)(−1), . . . , f (j)(1), . . . . . .

.
Mathematically, f ∈ Cω[−1; 1] is already determined by a germ, that is, one single power series.
In fact our proof of Theorem 16d) employs analytic continuation (by one round: The computational
complexity of its iteration is deferred to a different work.) SoCω[−1; 1] encodes f via its power series
expansions at 2ℓ+1 equidistant points in [−1; 1] and the growth condition from Fact 8a).Cω[−1; 1]
on the other hand encodes f via its values on dyadic rationals enriched with an integer A bounding
the continuation of f to a complex rectangle in dom(f ) extending beyond [−1; 1] by at least 1/k; put
differently, 1/k lower bounds the distance from [−1; 1] to any singularity of f . Recall that Θ(1/k)
in Definition 10 would lower bound the distance from ball(0, 1) to any singularity of fa¯ according to
Lemma 11c).
Example 15. (a) For xm ∈ [−1; 1] and ym > 0 (1 ≤ m ≤ M) the function z →m(z−xm)2+y2m−1
is analytic on [−1; 1]with complex singularities at xm ± iym.
(b) The Gaussian function g1(x) := exp(−x2) has
|g(j)1 (x)| ≤ j!2π ·

|z−x|=1
| exp(−z2)|/1j+1 dz ≤ j! · e
according to Cauchy’s differentiation formula (Fact 8b), because | exp(−z2)| = exp− Re2(z) +
Im2(z)
 ≤ exp(1) due to |z − x| = 1 with x ∈ R.
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Fig. 2. (a) Gaussian functions gJ and (b) their shifts gJ,j as employed in the proof of Example 6g and Example 6h).
Now we can catch up on the postponed
Proof of Example 6. (f) Max : L2ℓ([−1; 1], [−2k; 2k]) × [−1; 1]2 ∋ (f , u, v) → max

f (x) :
min(u, v) ≤ x ≤ max(u, v) ∈ [−2k; 2k] is computable within time polynomial in k+ 2ℓ+n:
Subdivide the interval

min(u, v);max(u, v) into subintervals of width 2−n−ℓ and evaluate f on
each up to error 2−n: Taking the maximum of these ≤ 2n+ℓ+1 dyadic rationals of binary length
≤ k+ n yields an approximation to Max(f , u, v) up to error 2−n+1.
(g) The restrictionMax : L1([−1; 1], [−1; 1])∩Cω[−1; 1] → R is not computable in subexponential
time: Shift and scale the real analytic Gaussian function g1 from Example 15b) as depicted in Fig. 2:
gJ(x) := g1(J · x)/J = exp(−J2x2)/J, J ∈ N+; gJ,j(x) := gJ(x− j/J), 0 ≤ j < J.
For J ≫ 1 these functions are ‘high’ and ‘thin’ but not too ‘steep’ in the sense that
gJ(0) = 1/J, ∀|x| ≥ m/J : |gJ(x)| ≤ 2−m/J, ∀x : |g ′J (x)| ≤ 1
and in particular 1-Lipschitz. Now any algorithm computing f → Max(f , 0, 1) = max{f (x) :
0 ≤ x ≤ 1} on the set {0, gJ,0, gJ,1, . . . , gJ,J−1} ⊆ Cω[−1; 1] ∩ L1[−1; 1] up to error 2−n =:
1/(2J)must distinguish (every oracle representing) the identically zero function from (all oracles
representing) some of the gJ,j (0 ≤ j < J) because the first has Max(0, 0, 1) = 0 and the others
Max(gJ,j, 0, 1) = 1/J . Yet, since the gJ,j are ‘thin’, any evaluation up to error 2−m at some x = q/2m
with |x − j/J| ≥ m/J (i. e. a query ⟨2m, q⟩ to the given oracle) may return 0 as approximation
to gJ,j(x). For a sequence ⟨2mi , qi⟩ of queries that unambiguously distinguishes the zero function
from the gJ,j, the intervals

qi/2mi − miJ ; qi/2mi + miJ

therefore must necessarily cover [0; 1] and
in particular satisfy

i mi ≥ J/2 = 2n−2. On the other hand each such query incurs costΩ(mi).
(h) The same holds for
 : L2ℓ([−1; 1], [−2k; 2k]) × [−1; 1] ∋ (f , v) →  v0 (x) dx ∈ R: For
the positive claim similarly to (f) return the sum of the approximate values of f on the appropriate
subintervals of width 2−n−ℓ, divided by the number of subintervals. For the counterpart to (g)
observe
∞
0 g1(x) =
√
π/2 and
∞
J g1(x) = O

exp(−J2); therefore  10 gJ,j(x) ≥  10 gJ(x) ≥
1/(2J2) for all sufficiently large J . Hence, as previously, it is necessary to distinguish gJ,j (for
unknown j) from the zero function in order to approximate f →  (f , 0, 1) on {0, gJ,0, . . . , gJ,J−1}
up to error 2−n =: 1/(4J2); which requires a collection ⟨2mi , qi⟩ of queries of total cost at least
i mi ≥ J/2 = 2n/2−2. 
Observe how the bit model, other than IBC, requires taking into account queries of varying precision
and cost in order to establish the lower bound in item (g) and the second part of (h). A refined
adversary analysis will be employed in the proof of Theorem 23g). We now state the main result of
this subsection:
Theorem 16. (a) The parameterized Taylor series expansion functionalCω[−1; 1] × [−1; 1] ∋ (f , A, k, x) → f (j)(x)j ∈ Cω
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is computable within time polynomial in n+ lb(k)+ lb(A). Moreover (f , A, k) ∈ Cω[−1; 1] implies
∀|x| ≤ 1 : |f (j)(x)| ≤ A · kj · j!. In particular Cω[−1; 1] ∋ (f , A, k) → (kf , A, k) ∈ Cω[−1; 1] is
well-defined and computable in time polynomial in n+ k+ lb(A).
(b) Evaluation Cω[−1; 1] × [−1; 1] ∋ (ℓf , B, ℓ) → f (x) ∈ C is computable within time polynomial in
n+ℓ+ lb(B). Moreover, for (
ℓf , B, ℓ) ∈ Cω[−1; 1] it holds f ∈ CωR2ℓ and ∀z ∈ R2ℓ : |f (z)| ≤ 4B.
(c) Pointwise addition+ and multiplication · on Cω[−1; 1], both considered as mappings
⋆ : Cω[−1; 1] ×Cω[−1; 1] → Cω[−1; 1]ℓf , B, ℓ, mg, C,m →  ℓ+mf ⋆ g, B ⋆ C, ℓ+m,
are well-defined and computable within time polynomial in n+ ℓ+m+ lb(B ⋆ C).
(d) Iterated differentiation on Cω[−1; 1], considered as the mapping
Cω[−1; 1] × N+ ∋ ℓf , B, ℓ, d →  3ℓf (d), B · ℓd · dd, 3ℓ ∈ Cω[−1; 1],
is well-defined and computable within time polynomial in n+ d+ ℓ+ lb(B).
(e) Anti-differentiation on Cω[−1; 1], considered as the mapping
Cω[−1; 1] ∋ ℓf , B, ℓ →  ℓ f , B, ℓ ∈ Cω[−1; 1],
is well-defined and computable within time polynomial in n + ℓ + lb(B), where f (−1) :=  f : x → x
0 f (t) dt.
(f) Parametric maximization on Cω[−1; 1], considered as the mapping Max ◦ Re:
Cω[−1; 1] × [−1; 1]2 ∋ ℓf , B, ℓ, u, v → maxRe f (x) : min(u, v) ≤ x ≤ max(u, v),
is computable within time polynomial in n+ ℓ+ lb(B); and similarly for |Max|.
(g) Concerning composition, for (f , A, k), (g, C,m) ∈ Cω[−1; 1]with range(f |[−1;1]) ⊆ [−1; 1] it holds
(g ◦ f , C, 2Akm) ∈ Cω[−1; 1].
Note that Claims (a) and (b) allow to convert forth and back between Cω[−1; 1] and Cω[−1; 1]
within parameterized polynomial time, that is, to switch between operating on the power series
expansions (Items d and e and f) or on oracle access to function arguments (Items c and g). Similarly
to Remark 13c), the secondary parameters employed in Cω[−1; 1] and Cω[−1; 1] can be combined
into the single k+ lb(A) and ℓ+ lb(B), respectively, yielding fully polytime algorithms (Definition 4c
and Definition 4e) for most natural primitive operations on analytic functions — with the notable
exception of composition whose output value 2Akm for the ‘unary’ parameter is exponential in the
‘binary’ input lb(A); recall Remark 13a). For fixed parameter values, however, all operations are
polytime in the output precision n: thus recovering the nonuniform Fact 1e).
Proof of Theorem 16. (a) The bound |f (j)(x)| ≤ A·kj ·j! follows fromCauchy’s differentiation formula
(Fact 8b) in view of ball(x, 1/k) ⊆ Rk. Theorem 12g) thus applies to the translated and scaled
function fx(z) := f

x + z2k

analytic on ball(0, 2) with Taylor coefficients ax,j := f (j)x (0)/j! =
f (j)(x)/(2k)j/j! bounded by A/2j, where proceeding from f to fx increases the running time by a
factor at most polynomial in lb(k). Hence the sequence ((ax,j)j , 1, A) is uniformly computable in
time polynomial in n+ lb(A)+ lb(k); from which f (j)(x) = ax,j · (2k)j · j! can be recovered in time
polynomial in j+ lb(k)+ lb(A). Applying this 2k+ 1 times yields f (j)(i/k)
j
for i ∈ {−k, . . . , k}.
(b) Uniformly bounded growth of derivatives ∥f (j)∥ ≤ B · ℓj · j! shows (i) that 1/2n-approximations
to entry f (j)(i/ℓ) in
ℓf can be accessed in time polynomial in lb(B) + lb(ℓ) + j + n and (ii) that f
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is real analytic on [−1; 1] (recall Fact 8a) with radius of convergence around every x at least 1/ℓ
(thus f ∈ Cω(R√2ℓ)).Moreover f (z) =

j f
(j)(x)(z−x)j/j! is bounded on ballx, 1/√2ℓ byj B·
ℓ/
√
2ℓ
j ≤ 4B independent of x ∈ [−1; 1] and therefore also on−1≤x≤1 ballx, 1/√2ℓ ⊇ R2ℓ.
Given

f (j)(x)

j
, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1, evaluation of f on ball(x, 1/√2ℓ) is computable within time
polynomial in n+lb(ℓ)+lb(B): Similarly to (a) consider the translated and scaled function fx(z) :=
f

x + z√
2ℓ

analytic on ball(0,
√
2) with Taylor coefficients ax,j := f (j)x (0)/j! = f (j)(x)/(
√
2ℓ)j/j!
bounded by B/
√
2
j
, thus Theorem 12a) applies with A := B and k := 2. In the general case given
ℓf and −1 ≤ z ≤ 1, it suffices to find some i ∈ {−ℓ, . . . ,+ℓ} with |z − i/ℓ| ≤ 1/(√2ℓ): the
‘overlap’ for, say, z ∈ [0.3/ℓ; 0.7/ℓ] working with both i = 0 and i = 1 guarantees this possible
in time polynomial in lb(ℓ); and accessing the appropriate subsequence

f (j)(i/ℓ)

j in
ℓf takes time
polynomial in lb(B)+ ℓ+ n.
(c) Concerning well-definition recall the General Leibniz Rule (Fact 8c):
|(f · g)(J)(x)| ≤
J
j=0

J
j

· |f (j)(x)| · |g(J−j)(x)|
≤
J
j=0

J
j

· B · ℓj · j! · C ·mJ−j · (J − j)! ≤ B · C · J! · (ℓ+m)J .
Algorithmically we elegantly argue that polynomial-time computability of real addition and
multiplication trivially carry over pointwise to bounded functions (Example 6a) given by oracle
access in the sense ofCω[−1; 1]; which according to (a) and (b) is polynomial-time equivalent in
the claimed parameters toCω[−1; 1].
(d) Regarding well-definition observe |f (j+d)(x)| ≤ B · ℓd · ℓj · j! · (j+ 1) · · · (j+ d)where the latter
rising factorial is bounded by dd · 3j according to Lemma 11f). These bounds show that the shifts
of the given multi-sequences f (j)(i/ℓ) constituting
ℓf by d elements are easy to compute in time
polynomial in lb(B)+ lb(ℓ)+ j+ n; but the factor-three increase of ℓ requires the introduction of
one new expansion point left and right to each previous one. Put differently, we need to calculate
f (j)
 3i±1
3ℓ

for all i ∈ {−ℓ, . . . ,+ℓ} and all j ∈ N. These canbe obtained from the given aj := f (j)(i/ℓ)
by evaluating the power series f (j)(z) =j′ a(j)j′ z j′ at z := ±1/(3ℓ), where we have already seen
a(j)j′ := aj+j′ ·(j′+1) · · · (j′+ j) to satisfy |a(j)j′ | ≤ (B ·ℓj) ·(3ℓ)j
′ · j′!. So according to (b) this evaluation
is feasible within time polynomial in n+ (3ℓ)+ lb(B · ℓj), that is, polynomial in n+ ℓ+ j+ lb(B).
(e) By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, ∥( f )(j)∥ = ∥f (j−1)∥ ≤ B · ℓj−1 · (j − 1)! for j ≥ 1 and f (x) ≤ B, thus establishing well-definition. Computation-wise, ( f )(j)(x) = f (j−1)(x) for j ≥
1 amounts to a shift in the input sequence
ℓf of entries of binary length≈ lb(B)+j lb(ℓ)+ℓ lb(ℓ)+n;
and for j = 0,  f ( i±1
ℓ
) = j′≥1 f (j′+1)(i/ℓ) · (±1/ℓ)j′/j′! can be obtained by evaluating the
shifted power series within time polynomial in n+ ℓ+ lb(B) similarly to (b).
(f) We treat the case of |Max|, Max ◦ Re proceeds similarly. For i/ℓ ≤ u ≤ v ≤ (i + 1)/ℓ,
|Max|(f , u, v) can be computed from the power series expansion around i/ℓ provided by
ℓf within
time polynomial in n + ℓ + lb(B) according to Theorem 12f). For general −1 ≤ u ≤ v ≤ 1,
identify (similarly to b) −ℓ ≤ i′ ≤ i′′ ≤ ℓ with |u − i′/ℓ|, |v − i′′/ℓ| ≤ 1/(√2ℓ). Now
consider the (at most 2ℓ) intervals

u, i
′+1/√2
ℓ
 ⊆ balli′/ℓ, 1/(√2ℓ),  i′+1/√2
ℓ
,
i′+1+1/2
ℓ
 ⊆
ball

(i′ + 1)/ℓ, 1/(√2ℓ), . . . ,  i′′−1−1/2
ℓ
,
i′′−1/√2
ℓ
 ⊆ ball(i′′ − 1)/ℓ, 1/(√2ℓ),  i′′−1/√2
ℓ
, v
 ⊆
ball

i′′/ℓ, 1/(
√
2ℓ)

: Together they cover [u, v], and each allows to compute |Max|(f , ·) using the
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local power series expansion around the appropriate center i/ℓ. The case i′+1 = i′′ can be handled
similarly.
(g) Employ Cauchy’s differentiation formula (Fact 8b) to deduce |f ′(z)| ≤ A · (2k) on R2k. Now the
Mean Inequality (rather than Mean Value) Theorem for vector-valued functions implies |f (x) −
f (x + z)| ≤ 2Ak · |z| ≤ 1/m for x ∈ [−1; 1] and z ∈ ballx, 1/(2Akm). Together with the
hypothesis of f mapping [−1; 1] back to [−1; 1], this shows f to map R2Akm to Rm ⊆ dom(g).
Therefore, g ◦ f is analytic on some open neighborhood of R2Akm and thereon bounded (like g
itself) by C . 
We close this section with remarking that no choice of finitely many integer parameters can render
the evaluation of power series of entire functions computable: There exists a computable coefficient
sequencewith infinite radius of convergence corresponding to an entire functionwhich is computable
on any compact subset but not on the entire complex plane [12].
4. Complexity on Gevrey’s scale from analytic towards smooth
This section explores in more detail the complexity-theoretic phase transition of the operators
of maximization and integration when climbing from smooth to analytic functions. More precisely,
we present a uniform refinement of Fact 1f), investigating the growth of computational complexity
of operators in dependence on the level on Gevrey’s Hierarchy. Historically this latter notion was
introduced when investigating the regularity of solutions to partial differential equations [21].
Definition 17. Write GγB,ℓ[u; v] for the subclass of those real functions f ∈ C∞[u; v] satisfying
∀x ∈ [u; v], ∀j ∈ N : |f (j)(x)| ≤ B · ℓj · jjγ ; (6)
for the level-parameter γ ∈ [1,∞), and set Gγ [u; v] := B,ℓ≥1 GγB,ℓ[u; v] and G[u; v] :=
γ≥1 Gγ [u; v].
Example 18. (a) For γ = 1, Definition 17 is equivalent to Eq. (4) by virtue of Stirling (Fact 8f).
Therefore it holds G1[−1; 1] = Cω([−1; 1],R).
(b) For every γ > 0 the smooth but non-analytic function Hγ : [−1; 1] ∋ x → exp
−1/ γ√|x|
belongs to G1+γ [−1; 1] but not to G1+δ[−1; 1] for any δ < γ . In particular Gevrey’s Hierarchy
is strict. Moreover it holds h1 ∈ G2[−1; 1] for the pulse function from Fact 3f).
(c) The polytime computable smooth functions f according to Fact 1b) and Fact 1d) as constructed by
Friedman and Ko do not belong to Gevrey’s Hierarchy. In particular G ( C∞.
(d) Extending the function family gJ constructed in the proof of Example 6g) and Example 6h), fix
γ , J ∈ N+ and let gγ ,J(x) := g1

Jγ · x/e1+J·γ /e with g1(x) = exp(−x2).
Then gγ ,J ∈ G1exp(−Jγ /e),Jγ [−1; 1] ⊆ Gγ+11,1 [−1, 1].
Proof. (b) For Hγ ∈ G1+γ [−1; 1] see [39, Lemme 1]. According to [39, Lemme 2], Hγ ∈ G1+δ[−1; 1]
implies that for every ϵ > δ the function v(x) := Hγ (x)/Hϵ(x) = exp
− γ√|x| + ϵ√|x| is smooth
and vanishes at 0: which obviously requires ϵ > γ and thus δ ≥ γ .
Finally, on [−1/4; 1/4], h1(x) = exp
 4x2
4x2−1

is the composition of analytic expwith analytic 4x
2
4x2−1
and thus belongs to G1[−1/4; 1/4] by (a). On [1/4; 1/2], h1(x) = H1( 1−4x24x2 ) is the composition of
a G2 with an analytic function and therefore in G2 again; see Lemma 19a) and Lemma 19d).
(c) In [30, p. 80] this function f is constructed as an infinite join of scaled and shifted pulses
h1

2p(n) · (x−ys,t)

/2q(n) for some non-constant polynomials p, q. (In fact supn j ·p(n)−q(n) <∞
seems necessary for f (j) to be bounded, see below.) Let us first record a lower bound on ∥h(j)1 ∥: h1 ∉
Cω ⊇ G11,1 (recall Items a and b) yields an j ∈ Nwith ∥h(j)1 ∥ > jj; but we prefer a bound holding for
all j. To this end observe that h1(0) = 1 while h1(−2) = 0 = h1(2) requires h′1(x) ≥ 1/2 for some
x ∈ [−2; 2] by the Mean Value Theorem. More generally h(j)1 (−2) = h′1(−2) = 0 = h′1(2) =
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h(j)1 (2) iteratively implies h
(j)
1 (x) ≥ 1/2j for some x = x(j); hence ∥h(j)1 ∥ ≥ 1/2j. Now by the chain
rule ∥f (j)∥ = supn ∥h(j)1 ∥ · 2j·p(n)−q(n) ≥ supn 2j·p˜(n)−q(n) for p˜(n) := p(n)− 1; and it remains show
that supn j · p˜(n) − q(n) grows asymptotically strictly faster than log2(B · ℓj · jjγ ) ≤ O(j · log j)
by virtue of Stirling. Indeed in case deg(p˜) = deg(p) = deg(q) ≥ 1 it follows for n := j that
j · p˜(j) − q(j) ≥ Ω(j2); while in case 1 ≤ d := deg(p˜) = deg(p) < deg(q) =: k choosing
n := j1/(k−d+ϵ) yields in Bachmann–Landau4 notation
j · p˜(n)− q(n) ≥ Ωj1+d/(k−d+ϵ)− Ojk/(k−d+ϵ) ≥ ω(j · log j)
(d) Note d
j
dxj
gγ ,J(x) = Jγ j · g(j)1

Jγ · x/ exp(1 + Jγ /e) with |g(j)1 (y)| ≤ j! · e ≤ jj · e according to
Example 15b). Hence gγ ,J ∈ G1exp(−Jγ /e),Jγ [−1; 1] ⊆ G1+γ1,1 [−1; 1] according to Lemma 19a). 
Lemma 19. (a) For γ ≤ γ ′, B ≤ B′, ℓ ≤ ℓ′, it holds GγB,ℓ[u; v] ⊆ Gγ
′
B′,ℓ′ [u; v]. Moreover, f ∈ GγB,ℓ[u;w]
iff both f |[u;v] ∈ GγB,ℓ[u; v] and f |[v;w] ∈ GγB,ℓ[v;w] hold. Finally, GδB,ℓ·Jγ [u; v] ⊆ Gδ+γB·exp(Jγ /e),ℓ[−1; 1].
(b) Each Gevrey level is closed under differentiation; more precisely from f ∈ GγB,ℓ[u; v] and d ∈ N+ it
follows f (d) ∈ GγBd,ℓd [u; v], where Bd := B · ℓd · (1+ 2d2 · γ /e)d·γ and ℓd := ℓ · e · (2d)γ .
(c) Each Gevrey level is closed under pointwise addition and multiplication; more precisely for f ∈
G
γ
A,k[u; v] and g ∈ GγB,ℓ[u; v], f + g ∈ GγA+B,max{k,ℓ}[u; v] and f · g ∈ GγA·B,k+ℓ[u; v].
(d) Each Gevrey level is closed under composition [21, §I.2.1]; more precisely for f ∈ GγA,k[u; v] with
f : [u; v] → [u; v] and g ∈ GγB,ℓ[u; v] it follows g ◦ f ∈ GγB,2kℓA exp(γ )[u; v].
Proof. (a) The first claims are immediate from Definition 17. For the last one set s := jγ , r :=
exp(γ /e), t := J in Lemma 11b) to conclude J jγ ≤ eJγ /e · jjγ .
(b) By hypothesis ∥f (d+j)∥ ≤ B · ℓd+j · (d+ j)(d+j)γ ; and for j ≥ 1, d+ j ≤ 2dj implies (d+ j)(d+j)γ ≤
jdγ · (2d)dγ · (2d)γ j · jjγ where jdγ ≤ (dγ /e)d·γ · ej by virtue of Lemma 11b). The case j = 0 is
easily verified separately.
(c) Concerning multiplication, apply the General Leibniz Rule (Fact 8c):
∥(f · g)(J)∥ ≤ A · B ·
J
j=0

J
j

kj · ℓJ−j  
=(k+ℓ)J
· jjγ · (J − j)(J−j)γ  
≤J jγ ·J(J−j)γ=J Jγ
(d) Let us first recall fromoptimization that a linear function on a convex domain attains itsmaximum
on a vertex. For J ∈ N+ the set DJ := {(j1, . . . , jJ) : ji ≥ 0, j1 + 2j2 + · · · + JjJ = J} is a simplex
with vertices (J, 0, . . . , 0), (0, J/2, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, J/i, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1). The
linear function
ΦJ : DJ ∋ j⃗ → (ln J) · j1 + (2 ln 2+ ln J) · j2 + . . .+ (i ln i+ ln J) · ji
+ · · · + (J ln J + ln J) · jJ
is therefore bounded from above by max1≤i≤J(i ln i + ln J) · J/i where simple calculus shows
φJ : [1; J] ∋ i → (i ln i + ln J) · J/i to have a minimum at i = ln J and to attain its maximum
at i = J: maxΦJ ≤ maxφJ = (J + 1) ln J and by monotonicity of the exponential function for
j⃗ ∈ Dj ∩ NJ we record
J j1+···+jJ · 1j1 · 22j2 · · · J JjJ ≤ J J+1. (7)
4 Recall that for instance f ∈ ω(g)means g(n)/f (n)→ 0.
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Now bound ∥(g ◦ f )(J)∥ using Faà di Bruno’s Formula (and notation from Fact 8d) with
j1,...,jJ
J!
j1!·j2!···jJ ! ·

B · ℓj · jγ j
≤J(γ−1)j·j!·ej
 · A · k1 · 11γ1! j1 · A · k2 · 22γ2!
≤2(γ−1)2·e2/√2π
j2 · · ·
× A · kJ · J JγJ!
≤J(γ−1)J ·eJ /√2π
jJ
≤ B · kJ · eJ ·
(∗)= Aℓe√
2π
·(1+ Aℓe√
2π
)J−1≤(2Aℓ)J  
j1,...,jJ
j!
j1!·j2!···jJ ! · Aj · ℓj · ej/
√
2π
j · · J! · J (γ−1)j · 1(γ−1)j1 · 22(γ−1)j2 · · · J J(γ−1)jJ  
(7)≤ J(J+1)·(γ−1)
for γ ≥ 1 where we have employed Fact 8e) in (*) and Stirling (Fact 8f) to estimate iiγi! ≤
i(γ−1)i · ei/√2π . Finally generously bound J! ≤ J J and Jγ−1 ≤ e(γ−1)J to conclude J! · J (J+1)·(γ−1) ≤
Jγ J · e(γ−1)J . 
4.1. Gevrey’s classes and approximation theory
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 have exploited that power series as Taylor expansions of analytic functions
converge exponentially fast on any compact subset of their disc of convergence. The smooth function
h(x) = exp(−1/|x|) from Example 18b) on the other hand has a Taylor expansion converging at 0
not at all to h; and any sequence of degree-n polynomials converging to the absolute value function
[−1; 1] ∋ x → |x| does so at a subexponential rate. More precisely, classical Approximation Theory
[13,55,62] provides quantitative refinements of the Stone–Weierstraß Theoremwith upper and lower
bounds on how well certain functions classes can be approximated by polynomials of prescribed
degree. We record
Fact 20. For a ring R, abbreviate with R[X]m the R-module of all univariate polynomials over R of degree
< m.Write ∥a0+ a1X +· · ·+ am−1Xm−1∥1 := |a0|+ |a1|+ · · ·+ |am−1| for the 1-norm of a polynomial
(coefficient vector). Let Tm ∈ Z[X]m+1 denote the m-th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, given by
the recursion formula T0 ≡ 1, T1(x) = x, and Tm+1(x) = 2xTm(x)− Tm−1(x).
(a) It holds ∥Tm+1∥1 ≤ 3m and Tm(x) = cos(m · arccos x) ∈ [−1; 1] for x ∈ [−1; 1]. With respect to the
scalar product
⟨f , g⟩ :=
 1
−1
f (x) · g(x) · (1− x2)−1/2 dx =
 π
0
f (cos t) · g(cos t) dt (8)
on C [−1; 1], the family T = (Tm)m forms an orthogonal system, namely satisfying ⟨T0, T0⟩ = π and⟨Tm, Tm⟩ = π/2 and ⟨Tm, Tn⟩ = 0 for 0 ≤ n < m. The orthogonal projection Pm(f ) of f ∈ C [−1; 1]
onto R[X]m w.r.t. (8) is given by
Pm(f ) := c0(f )/2+
m−1
k=1
ck(f ) · Tk, ck(f ) := 2π · ⟨f , Tk⟩.
Moreover, ∥f − Pm(f )∥ ≤k≥m |ck(f )| and |cm+1(f )| ≤ 4π · ∥f − g∥ for every g ∈ R[X]m+1.
(b) On the Chebyshev Nodes xm,j := cos

π
2
2j+1
m

, 0 ≤ j < m, the Chebyshev polynomials Tm satisfy
the discrete orthogonality condition
m−1
j=0
Tk(xm,j) · Tℓ(xm,j) =
 0 : k ≠ ℓ
m : k = ℓ = 0
m/2 : k = ℓ ≠ 0
.
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The unique polynomial Im(f ) ∈ R[X]m interpolating f ∈ C [−1; 1] at xm,0, . . . , xm,m−1 is
Im(f ) :=
m−1
j=0
ym,j(f ) · Tj, ym,j(f ) := 1m · f (xm,0) · Tj(xm,0)+ 2m ·
m−1
i=1
f (xm,i) · Tj(xm,i)
with |ym,j(f )| ≤ 2∥f ∥ and ∥Im(f )∥1 ≤ ∥f ∥ · 3m for m ∈ N. Moreover, Im(f ) is a close-to-best
polynomial approximation to f in the following sense:
∀g ∈ R[X]m : ∥f − Im(f )∥ ≤

2+ 2
π
lnm
 · ∥f − g∥.
(c) To f ∈ C j[−1; 1] and m > j there exists a g ∈ R[X]m such that
∥f − g∥ ≤ π/2j · ∥f (j)∥
m · (m− 1) · · · (m− j+ 1) ≤ ∥f
(j)∥ ·  eπ2m j.
(d) Suppose the sequence of (continuously) differentiable functions fm : [0; 1] → R converges pointwise
to some f while f ′m converges uniformly to g. Then f is (continuously) differentiable and satisfies f ′ = g.
(e) For g ∈ R[X]m+1 it holds ∥g(j+1)∥ ≤ m2·(m2−12)·(m2−22)···(m2−j2)1·3·5···(2j+1) · ∥g∥ ≤ ∥g∥ · m2j+2/(j + 1)! and
∥g∥ ≤ ∥g∥1 ≤ 4m · ∥g∥.
Proof. (a) From T1(x) = x and Tm+1(x) = 2xTm(x) − Tm−1(x), it follows by induction ∥Tm+1∥1 ≤
2∥Tm∥1+∥Tm−1∥1 ≤ 3m. The trigonometric sum-to-product formula cos

mt
+ cos(m− 2)t =
2 · cos(m−1)t · cos(t) implies that cos(m · arccos x) satisfies the same recursion as Tm(x), hence
both coincide. This implies Tm(x) ∈ [−1; 1] as well as the orthogonality claims using Eq. (8);
which in turn follows from integration by substitution. Orthogonality also yields the coefficients
of a polynomial in the Chebyshev basis using linear algebra. For ∥f − Pm(f )∥ ≤ k≥m |ck(f )|
see [13, Theorem 4.4.5iii] or [52, Eq. (3.34)] or [38, Section 5.2.2, Eq. (7)]; and each [13, Theorem
4.4.5i], [52, Eq. (3.35)], and [38, Section 5.2.2, Eq. (4)] asserts |cm+1(f )| ≤ 4π · ∥f − g∥ for all
g ∈ R[X]m+1.
(b) In view of Tm(x) = cos(m · arccos x) from (a), the first claim boils down to the well-known
orthogonality of the discrete cosine transform. Linear algebra thus implies the claimed expressions
for Im(f ) and its coefficients ym,j(f ). The latter also yields |ym,j(f )| ≤ ∥f ∥ · 1m + 2m · (m−1) ≤ 2∥f ∥
in view of |Tj(xm,i)| ≤ 1 according to (a); and ∥Im(f )∥1 ≤ maxj |ym,j| ·m−1j=0 ∥Tj∥1 ≤ 2∥f ∥ · 1+m−1
j=1 3j−1
 = ∥f ∥ · (1 + 3m−1) according to (a). The final (and highly non-trivial) claim records
a bound on the so-called Lebesgue Constant, cf. [52, Eq. (1.36) and (1.55)].
(c) For the first claim see for instance [13, Section 4.6, Jackson’s Theorem Viii] or [38, Section 5.2.2,
Eq. (6)]. The second inequality follows from Lemma 11g).
(d) See for instance [54, Theorem 7.17 and 7.12].
(e) The first inequality is due to, and named after, the Markov brothers; cmp. [52, before and af-
ter §2.7.4 Remark 3] or [13, p. 228]. For the second observe m2 · (m2 − 12) · (m2 − 22)
· · · (m2 − j2) ≤ m2j+2 and 1 · 3 · 5 · · · (2j + 1) ≥ (j + 1)!. Finally, g(X) = mj=0 gj · X j im-
plies |g(x)| ≤ mj=0 |gj| = ∥g∥1 for |x| ≤ 1; while ∥g∥1 ≤ 4m · maxgm+jm  : −m ≤ j ≤ m
according to [57, Lemma 4.1]. 
Proposition 21 refines [38, Théorème 5.2.4]. By means of Fact 20, it quantitatively relates asymptotic
growth of derivatives (i. e. membership to a certain Gevrey class with parameters B, ℓ, γ ) to the error
upon approximation by polynomials of degree m. Weakening the geometric Taylor tail bound for
power series (proof of Theorem 12a), these error bounds will be of the form A · rmq for parameters
A ∈ N+ and 0 < r, q < 1. The proof of Theorem 23 builds on this tool for instance with q = 1/γ and
r = 2−(eπℓ)−q .
Proposition 21. (a) For 0 < r < 1 and 0 < q ≤ 1 and p ≥ 0.6 and N ∈ N+ it holds
n>N
rn
q · (n− 1)p ≤  2+2pq·e·ln 1/r (1+p)/q · √rNq and 
n>N
rn
q · np ≤  4+4pq·e·ln 1/r (1+p)/q · r (N+1)q/4
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(b) Let 12 ≤ r < 1 < A ∈ N, 0 < q ≤ 1, and N ∈ N+. Then A · rm
q ≤ 2−N holds for all m ≥ C · N1/q,
where C := 2 log2 A/ log2(1/r)1/q. Conversely, for 0 < q ≤ 1 ≤ C, ∀m ≥ C · N1/q : ϵm ≤ 2−N
implies ϵm ≤ 2 · rmq with 12 ≤ r := 2−C
−q
< 1.
(c) Suppose f ∈ C∞[−1; 1] satisfies Eq. (6) with parameters B, ℓ, γ ≥ 1. Then to every m ∈ N+ there
exists fm ∈ R[X]m with
∥f − fm∥ ≤ A · rmq , ∥fm∥ ≤ A (9)
where q := 1/γ , 1/2 ≤ r := 2−(eπℓ)−q < 1, A := 3B.
(d) Conversely suppose 12 ≤ r < 1 ≤ A, 0 < q ≤ 1, and f : [−1; 1] → R are such that to every m ∈ N+
there exists some fm ∈ R[X]m satisfying Eq. (9). Then f is smooth and satisfies ∥f (d)−f (d)m ∥ ≤ Ad · 4√rm
q
with Ad := 2A ·
 4+8d
q·e·ln 1/r
(1+2d)/q
/d!. Moreover it follows f ∈ GγB,ℓ[−1; 1] with γ := 2/q − 1,
B := A ·  12
q2·e2·ln 1/r )
1/q, and ℓ := e2 ·  12q·e·ln 1/r 2/q.
(e) To f ∈ GγB,ℓ[−1; 1] and m ∈ N+ let f˜m ∈ Dm[X]m denote the polynomial Im(f ) with coefficients
‘rounded’ to Dm. Then it holds ∥f − f˜m∥ ≤ A˜ · √rm
1/γ
with A˜ := (2A + 1) ·  2γe·ln 1/r γ for r and A
according to (c).
Note that, in case γ = 1 = q, Claims (c) and (d) together characterize G1[−1; 1] = Cω[−1; 1] in
terms of function approximability by polynomials [14]; but leave a gap in cases q < 1 < γ reflected
in Theorem 23a), cmp. [38, Remarques 5.2.5(4)].
Proof of Proposition 21. (a) Since n − 1 ≤ x ≤ n implies rnq ≤ rxq and (n − 1)p ≤ xp, it follows
rn
q · (n − 1)p ≤  nn−1 rxq · xp dx andn>N rnq · (n − 1)p ≤ ∞N rxq · xp dx. In the latter integral
substitute y := xq · ln(1/r), ranging fromM := Nq · ln(1/r) to∞; moreover, x = (y/ ln(1/r))1/q
and dydx = q · ln(1/r) · xq−1 = q · y/x = y1−1/q · q · ln(1/r)1/q. The integral thus transforms into ∞
M
e−y ·
 y
ln 1/r
p/q · y1/q−1 · 1q · (ln 1r )−1/q dy = 1q · ln 1r −(1+p)/q ·  ∞
M
e−y · ys dy
with s := (1+ p)/q− 1 ≥ p. According to Lemma 11b), ys ≤ ( se ln√e )s · ey/2; yielding the bound ∞
M
e−y · ys dy ≤  2se s · 2e−M/2, e−M/2 = √rNq .
Finally apply 2 · 2 · 1−q+pq·e·ln 1/r (1−q+p)/q/(q · ln 1/r) =  2q·e·ln 1/r (1+p)/q · e · (1 − q + p)(1−q+p)/q ≤ 2+2p
q·e·ln 1/r
(1+p)/q since eq · (1−q+p)1−q+p ≤ (1+p)1+p holds for 0 < q ≤ 1 and p ≥ 0.6. The right
inequality follows from index shifting with the observation that r (n−1)q = (r (1−1/n)q)nq ≤ √rnq
since (1− 1/n)q ≥ (1/2)q ≥ 1/2 for n ≥ 2.
(b) Taking binary logarithms on both sides shows the claim equivalent to m ≥ N+log2 Alog2 1/r 1/q, and the
latter is ≤ C · N1/q for N ∈ N+ and A ≥ 2. Given m, considering N ′ := ⌊(m/C)q⌋ ≥ (m/C)q − 1,
the largest N withm ≥ C · N1/q, implies ϵm ≤ 2−N ′ ≤ 21−(m/C)q = 2 · rmq .
(c) Fact 20c) yields fm ∈ R[X]m with ∥f − fm∥ ≤ ∥f (j)∥ ·
 eπ
2m
j ≤ B ·  eπℓ2m · jγ j for any m > j ∈ N.
Now choosing j := ( meπℓ )1/γ implies ∥f − fm∥ ≤ B · (1/2)j = B · rm
q
. For non-integral
j > 1 take j′ ∈ N between j − 1 and j and observe ( eπℓ2m · j′γ
j′ ≤ (1/2)j−1 = 2rmq . Finally
∥fm∥ ≤ ∥fm − f ∥ + ∥f ∥ ≤ 2B+ B.
(d) Observe that Fact 20e) implies
∥(fn − fn−1)(d)∥ ≤ (n− 1)2d · ∥fn − fn−1∥/d! ≤ 2A · (n− 1)2d · r (n−1)q/d!
for d ∈ N+ and n ≥ 2 by triangle equality and hypothesis. It thus follows forM ≥ m ∈ N+
∥f (d)M − f (d)m ∥ =
 M
n=m+1
f (d)n − f (d)n−1
 ≤ 2A ·
n>m
(n− 1)2d · r (n−1)q/d! ≤ Ad · 4
√
r
mq
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by virtue of (a). This shows that (f (d)m )m is a Cauchy sequence in C [−1; 1] converging uniformly to
f (d) according to Fact 20d) with the claimed error bound.
On the other hand, the hypothesis and Fact 20a) assert |cn(f )| ≤ A · 4π · rn
q
for n ∈ N+; from
which (a) together with, again, Fact 20a) implies f = limm Pm(f ) = c0(f )/2+n≥1 cn(f ) ·Tn with
respect to uniform convergence, and thus (Fact 20d) for j ∈ N+:
∥f (j)∥ = 
n≥j
cn(f ) · T (j)n
 ≤ 
n≥j
|cn(f )| · ∥T (j)n ∥ ≤

n≥j

A · 4
π
· rnq · (n2j/j!)
according to Fact 20a) and Fact 20e); and furthermore, applying (a)
∥f (j)∥ ≤
≤A·ej/jj   4A
π j!

·
 ≤12j  
4+ 8j
q·e·ln 1/r
(1+2j)/q ·
≤1
4√r jq ≤ B · ℓj · jγ j
since j1/q ≤ ( 1q·e )1/q·ej by Lemma11b). For the case j = 0observe∥f ∥ ≤ ∥f−f1∥+∥f1∥ ≤ A+A ≤ B
since
 12
q2·e2·ln 1/r )
1/q ≥ 12
e2·ln 2 > 2.
(e) By (c) and Fact 20b), ∥f − f˜m∥ ≤ A · rm1/γ · (2 + 2π · lnm) + m · 2−m since the rounding changes
m coefficients by ≤ 2−m. Now 2 + 2
π
lnm ≤ 2m; and 2−m ≤ (1/2)m1/γ ≤ rm1/γ since r ≥ 1/2.
Finally m ≤  2γe·ln 1/r γ /√rm1/γ because n := m1/γ has m = nγ ≤  γe·ln 1/√r γ /√rn according to
Lemma 11b). 
4.2. The main result
[38, Corollaire 5.2.14] asserts Max and

and ∂ to map polytime functions in G[−1; 1] to polytime
ones — nonuniformly, that is, for fixed f and in particular presuming γ , B, ℓ according to Definition 17
to be known. This suggests the following encoding:
Definition 22. (a) LetG[−1; 1] := (f , γ , B, ℓ) : f ∈ GγB,ℓ[−1; 1] ⊆ G[−1; 1] × N3+.
(b) Identifying a0 + a1X + a2X2 + · · · + ad−1Xd−1 ∈ R[X]d with (a0, . . . , ad−1, 0, . . .) ∈ R∞ and
abbreviating ⟨(j≥0 aN,jX j)N≥1⟩ := (aN+1,j)⟨N,j⟩∈N ∈ Rω , let Rω × N2+ ⊇ G[−1; 1] :=
(fN)N≥1

, δ, C

: C, δ ∈ N+, fN ∈ R[X]C ·Nδ , ∥fN∥ ≤ 2C , ∥fN − fM∥ ≤ 2−N + 2−M

.
In order to motivate Item (b) recall that precisely Gevrey functions on [−1; 1] can be approximated
up to error 2−N in the supremumnorm by polynomials of degree polynomial inN , that is, by elements
of R[X]C ·Nδ for some C, δ ∈ N+. A bound like ∥fN∥ ≤ 2C on the binary length of the values involved is
required for parameterized running time estimates.
Theorem 23. (a) The mapping G[−1; 1] ∋ ⟨(fN)N ⟩, δ, C → limN fN ∈ GγB,ℓ is well-defined for
γ := 2δ − 1, B := 3C+δ · δ2δ , ℓ := C2 · (18δ)2δ . Moreover, evaluation G[−1; 1] × [−1; 1] ∋
(fN)N , δ, C, x
 → limN fN(x) ∈ R is computable within time polynomial in (n+ C + δ)δ .
(b) To (f , γ , B, ℓ) ∈ G[−1; 1] and N ∈ N+ there exists fN ∈ R[X]C ·Nγ with ∥f − fN∥ ≤ 2−N , where
C := 9ℓ · (36 + 6 lb ℓ + 6 lb B + 6γ 2)γ . More precisely there is a total well-defined functionalG[−1; 1] ∋ (f , γ , B, ℓ) → ⟨(fN)N ⟩, δ, C ∈ G[−1; 1] computable within time polynomial in
(n+ γ + ℓ+ lb B)γ .
(c) Pointwise addition and multiplicationG[−1; 1] ×G[−1; 1] → G[−1; 1],
(fN)N , δ, C, (gN)N , ε,D
 → (fN+1 + gN+1)N ,max{δ, ε}, (C + D) · 2max{δ,ε},
(fN)N , δ, C, (gN)N , ε,D
 → (fN+1+D · gN+1+C )N ,max{δ, ε}, E
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arewell-defined for E := C ·(2+D)max{δ,ε}+D·(2+C)max{δ,ε} and computablewithin time polynomial
in (n+ C + D+ δ + ε)max{δ,ε}.
(d) d-fold iterated anti-differentiationG[−1; 1] × N+ ∋ (fN)N , δ, C, d → (f (−d)N )N , δ, C + d ∈ G[−1; 1]
is well-defined and computable within time polynomial in (n+ d+ C + δ)δ .
(e) d-fold iterated differentiationG[−1; 1] × N+ ∋ (fN)N , δ, C, d → (f (d)4N+D)N , δ, C · (4+ D)δ ∈ G[−1; 1]
is well-defined for D := 16dC + 48d2δ2 and computable within time polynomial in (n+ d+ C + δ)δ .
(f) Parametric maximizationG[−1; 1] × [−1; 1]2 ∋ (fN)N , δ, C, u, v → Max(limN fN , u, v) ∈ R
is computable within time polynomial in (C + n+ δ)δ .
(g) Fix γ ∈ N. Then computing the restriction Gγ+11,1 [−1; 1] ∩L([−1; 1], [−1; 1]) ∋ f → Max(f , 0, 1)
requires time at least Ω(nγ ).
Similarly to Theorem 16, Items (b) to (e) establish natural primitive operations on Gevrey’s hierarchy
to be fully polytime computable — for fixed δ, which otherwise enters linearly in the degree of
the polynomial running time bounds: and this is optimal for (f) according to Item (g). Again,
Items (a) and (b) assert mutual ‘conversion’ betweenG[−1; 1] andG[−1; 1] computable within such
parameterized time. As remarked in the proof of Theorem 16c), this yields elegant abstract proofs
of addition and multiplication within parameterized time, but without explicit expressions for the
parameter transformation. Moreover, each round transforming from G[−1; 1] to G[−1; 1] and back
would increase the exponent δ (recall the remark before the proof of Proposition 21), yielding only
exponential running time bounds for iterated addition! We therefore prefer direct estimates as more
practical, more reasonable, and more insightful.
Proof of Theorem 23. (a) By hypothesis f := limN fN exists and satisfies Eq. (9) with m := C · Nδ
for A := 2C and r := 2−C−q and q := 1/δ; cmp. Proposition 21b). Therefore the second part of
Proposition 21d) yields well-definition of the mapping, observing 1/ ln(1/r) = C1/δ/ ln(2) and
2C · ( 12δ2
e2 ln 2
C1/δ
δ ≤ B and e2 · ( 12δe ln 2 · C1/δ2δ ≤ ℓ.
Concerning computational evaluation, note that ∥f ′∥ ≤ B · ℓ according to Eq. (6) yields a modulus
µ(n) of continuity of f polynomial in C + δ + n. Hence it suffices to calculate evaluation at
1/2µ(n)-approximations x˜ ∈ Dµ(n) to x. Moreover Fact 20e) asserts that the coefficients aN,j of
fN have binary length bounded linearly in C + N . Therefore, similarly the discussion following
Definition 4b), their 1/2n
′
-approximations a˜N,j are located at bit positions polynomial in n′+N+C
within the input. These yield f˜N ∈ Dn′ [X]m that can be evaluated at x˜ within time polynomial in
C + n′ + µ(n) + m; and satisfy ∥f − f˜N∥ ≤ ∥f − fN∥ + ∥fN − f˜N∥ ≤ 2−N + m · 2−n′ ≤ 2−n for
N := n+ 1 and n′ := N + lb(m).
(b) For the first claim we could apply Proposition 21c) but, directly aiming for the second claim
via Proposition 21e), set fN := Im(f ) for m := C · Nγ : Defined in Fact 20b) via interpolation,
these polynomials are easy to compute in time polynomial in N + n + C from evaluating f at
the Chebyshev Nodes. Observing ∥fN∥ ≤ ∥fN − f ∥ + ∥f ∥ ≤ 2−N + B ≤ 2C , it remains to
verify ∥f − fN∥ ≤ 1/2N . To this end, Proposition 21e) asserts ∥f − Im(f )∥ ≤ A˜ · √rm
1/γ
for
r := 2−(eπk)−1/γ and A˜ := (6B+ 1) ·  2γe ln 1/r γ ≤ 7B · (2γ )γ · eπℓ ≤ 63Bℓ(2γ )γ since 1/ ln(1/r) =
(eπℓ)1/γ / ln(2). Proposition 21b) thus asserts ∥f − fm∥ ≤ 1/2N for all m ≥ C˜ · Nγ where
C˜ := 2 log2 A˜/ log2(1/√r)γ ≤ eπℓ · (log2 63+ log2 ℓ+ log2 B+ γ + γ log2 γ ) · 4/ ln 2γ ≤ C .
(c) W.l.o.g. presume δ = ε for notational simplicity. Concerning addition note that deg(fN+1+gN+1) ≤
max{C,D} · (N + 1)δ ≤ (C + D) · 2δ · Nδ according to Lemma 11f). Moreover, ∥fN+1 + gN+1∥ ≤
2C + 2D ≤ 2(C+D)·2δ and ∥fN+1 + gN+1 − fM+1 − gM+1∥ ≤ 2 · (2−N−1 + 2−M−1). Computing
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⟨(fN+1 + gN+1)N ⟩ from ⟨(fN)N ⟩ and ⟨(gN)N ⟩ is easy within time polynomial in (n+ C + D+ δ)δ in
view of the bit length analysis from (a).
Concerning multiplication, fN+1+D · gN+1+C approximates fg up to error 2−N according to
∥f · g − fN+1+D · gN+1+C∥ = ∥f · (g − gN+1+C )+ (f − fN+1+D) · gN+1+C∥
≤ ∥f ∥ · ∥g − gN+1+C∥ + ∥f − fN+1+D∥ · ∥gN+1+C∥
≤ 2C · 2−(N+1+C) + 2−(N+1+D) · 2D,
and deg(fN+1+D · gN+1+C ) ≤ C · (N + 1+D)δ +D · (N + 1+ C)δ ≤ E ·Nδ according to Lemma 11f)
for E := C · (2+D)δ+D · (2+C)δ . Also, ∥fN+1+D · gN+1+C∥ ≤ 2C ·2D ≤ 2E ; and (fN+1+D · gN+1+C )N
is computable from (fN)N and (gN)N within time polynomial in (n+ C + D+ δ)δ .
(d) An easy exercise in symbolic manipulation converts input (fN)N into output (f
(−d)
N )N within time
polynomial in (n+C+δ)δ . It thus remains to observe inductively that ∥f (−d)∥ ≤ ∥  fN∥ ≤ ∥fN∥ ≤
2C ≤ 2C+d and similarly ∥f (−d) − f (−d)N ∥ ≤ ∥f − fN∥ ≤ 2−N . Moreover, deg f (−d)N = d+ deg fN ≤
d+ C · Nδ ≤ (C + d) · Nδ .
(e) As in (d), computing (f (d)4N+D)N is straight-forward. Concerning the analysis, let f := limN fN and
re-write the hypothesis as ∥f − fN∥ ≤ 2−N ≤ A · rmq for q := 1/δ, A := 2C ≥ 2, r := 2−C−q ,
and m := C · Nδ > deg(fN); recall Proposition 21b). Now the first part of Proposition 21d) yields
∥f (d) − f (d)N ∥ ≤ Ad · 4
√
rm
q = Ad · 2−N/4 for d,N ≥ 1 and
Ad := 2A ·
 4d+8d
q·e·ln 1/r
(1+2d)/q
/d! = 2C+1 ·  12dδe ln 2 · C1/δ(1+2d)δ/d! ≤ 2D/4
and thus ∥f (d) − f (d)4N+D∥ ≤ 2−N . Moreover deg(f (d)4N+D) < C · (4N + D)δ − d ≤ C · (4 + D)δ · Nδ .
Finally ∥f (d)4N+D∥ ≤ ∥f (d)4N+D − f (d)∥+ ∥f (d)∥ ≤ 2−N + B · ℓd · d(2δ−1)d according to the second part of
Proposition 21d), where B := A ·  12δ2
e2·ln 2
δ · C and ℓ := e2 ·  12δe ln 2 2δ · C2; hence ∥f (d)4N+D∥ ≤ 2C ·(4+D)δ .
(f) Since ∥f − fN∥ ≤ 1/2N it suffices to approximate Max(fn+1, u, v) up to error 2−n−1. Moreover
∥f ′n+1∥ ≤ ∥fn+1∥ · deg(fn+1) < 2C ·

C · (n + 1)δ2 ≤ 23C+2δ lb(n+1) according to Fact 20e); hence
we can replace the real arguments u and v by dyadic approximations u′, v′ ∈ Dn′ up to error 1/2n′
where n′ ≥ n+ 3C + 2δ lb(n+ 1). And for dyadic parameters of binary length thus polynomially
bounded in n + C + δ, Max(fn+1, u′, v′) can be approximated by eliminating a constant number
of quantifiers; recall the proof of Theorem 12f),
(g) Recall from Example 18d) the functions gγ ,J ∈ Gγ+11,1 [−1; 1]with gγ ,J(x) = exp
−x2 · J2γ /e1+J·γ /e.
Now consider, similarly to the proof of Example 6g), their shifts gγ ,J,j(x) := exp
−(x · Jγ −
j)2

/e1+J·γ /e satisfying gγ ,J,j(x) = exp(−J · γ /e − 1) =: yγ ,J · e for x = j/Jγ , and |gγ ,J,j(x)| ≤
exp(−J · γ /e − 2) = yγ ,J whenever |x − j/Jγ | ≥ 1/Jγ . Hence any algorithm computing
f → Max(f , 0, 1) = max{f (x) | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} on {0, gγ ,J,0, . . . , gγ ,J,J−1} ⊆ Gγ+11,1 [−1; 1] up to
error 2−n, n := − lb(yγ ,J) = (2 + J · γ /e)/ ln 2, must distinguish (every oracle representing) the
identically zero function from (all oracles representing) any of the gγ ,J,j (0 ≤ j < Jγ ). Yet, since
the gγ ,J,j are ‘thin’, any approximate evaluation up to error 2−n at some x with |x − j/Jγ | ≥ 1/Jγ
could return 0. 
5. Conclusion and perspectives
While many (and perhaps most ’practical’) smooth functions may admit efficient maximization
and integration, this does not refute worst-case complexity theory. Instead, it raises the challenge of
explicitly specifying the class of instances (here: functions) that somemethod provably works on, and
how efficiently so!
The present work has explored the computational complexity of natural primitive operations
on subclasses of smooth functions in the rigorous sense of uniform parameterized worst-case
running time.More precisely our research establishes approximate evaluation, pointwise addition and
multiplication, maximization, differentiation, and integration to be computable in time polynomial in
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the binary output precision n and in one further integer parameter. The polynomial running time
bounds have degree growing linearly with the level on Gevrey’s Hierarchy; in particular they refine,
and for fixed function arguments boil down to, previous non-uniform results [38, §5.2]. The underlying
algorithms are fully specified with respect to both their continuous (encodings of real numbers,
sequences, and functions) and discrete (parameters=enrichment) input and output behavior; and are
guaranteed to obey the claimed running time bounds in the worst-case with respect to bit costs.
We demonstrate different but mathematically equivalent choices of parameters and encodings as
polynomial-time equivalent, thus supporting our claim of them as natural. Moreover the running
time’s dependence on the parameters is shown asymptotically optimal by an adaptation of the
adversary arguments from unit-cost IBC to the bit model with adaptive precision.
Our theoretical results promise realistic predictions on the behavior of practical implementations.
This conjectured correspondence will be explored in a separate work. In fact we advertise Real
Complexity Theory as a means, and offer the present work as proof of concept, to avoid Peter Linz’
valid critique [41].
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